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Sammanfattning 

Den Europeiska vindkraftföreningen, EWEA, arrangerar vart tredje år en 
konferens och utställning. I år arrangerades EWEC'94 i Thessaloniki i 
Grekland. Vart tredje år arrangerar dessutom EU sin vindenergikonferens. 
Konferenserna är förskjutna ett och ett halvt år inbördes. Det innebär att 
det i Europa arrangeras vindkonferenser var 18:e månad. Dessutom finns 
de konferenser som arrangeras av A WEA - American Wind Energy 
Association. 

I denna rapport redovisas de svenska föredrag som har anknytning till 
vindkraftkonsortiet. Vissa har tagits froam inom EU-Jourle projekt, därför 
finns även utländska författares namn med på föredragen. 
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1 EWEC'94 

Tid: 10-14 oktober 1994 

Plats: Thessaloniki, Grekland 

Den Europeiska vindkraftföreningen, EWEA, arrangerar vart tredje år en 
konferens och utställning. I år arrangerades EWEC'94 i Thessaloniki i 
Grekland. Vart tredje år arrangerar dessutom EU sin vindenergikonferens. 
Konferenserna är förskjutna ett och ett halvt år inbördes. Det innebär att 
det i Europa arrangeras vindkonferenser var 18:e månad. Dessutom finns 
de konferenser som arrangeras av A WEA - American Wind Energy 
Association. 

EWEC-konferensen hölls på Helexpo Conference Center i centrum av 
miljonstaden Thessaloniki. Konferensen bestod av både föredrag och en 
"poster"-utställning, där artikelförfattarna hade möjlighet att föra fram sitt 
budskap ytterligare en gång. Dessutom fanns en utställning där tillverkare 
av vindkraftverk och allsköns tillbehör fick möjlighet visa upp sig och sina 
produkter för hugade spekulanter och andra intresserade. 

På en förhållandevis stor konferens som denna, där det pågick fyra 
föredrag samtidigt, tvingas man göra ett selektivt urval. 

1.1 Allmänt 
Årets konferens hade samlat färre deltagare än man hade kalkylerat med i 
den budget som hade upprättats inför konferensen. 

Antal deltagare 471 
Medföljande personer 50 
Studenter ? 

38 olika länder var representerade. Nedan representationen från några 
olika länder: 

Grekland 119 
Danmark 76 
Storbritannien 71 
Holland 63 
Tyskland 59 
Sverige 23 
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1.2 Program 
Konferensen invigdes på måndag förmiddag med Byzantisk sång därefter 
talade EWEA' s ordförande Enzio Sesto. Därefter följde tal av ett antal 
grekiska politiker och kraftföretaget ppc. På eftermiddagen påbörjades 
sedan presentationerna. Dessa bedrevs i fyra parallella sessioner under 
tisdag-torsdag. Detta arrangemang gör att det ofta är svårt att undvika att 
det uppstår krockar mellan liknade föredrag i olika sessioner (Staffan E's 
kommentar). Det innebär ju till exempel att man bara kan deltaga på 1/4 av 
alla föredrag. De flesta föredragen bevakades av åtminstone en svensk 
person. Om det är något du vill ha mer information kan du kontakta 
lämplig person i nedanstående lista: 

Ola Carlson 
Peter Novak 
Tommy Ekelund 
Lennart Söder 
Jan-Åke Dahlberg 
Anders Björck 
Göran Ronsten 
Sven-Erik Thor 
Jan Blix 
Kenneth A verstad 
Staffan Engström 
Bengt Göransson 
Lise-Lott Larsson 
Olof Sandberg 
Gunnar Grusell 

El 
Regler 
Regler 
Nät 
Laster, mätningar 
Aerodynamik 
Aerodynamik, mätningar 
Buller, material, Joule ID 
Aggregat 
Aggregat, lokalisering 
Aggregat 
Aggregat 
Planering 
Planering 
Lokalisering, rådgivning 

Konferensprogrammet innehöll många presentationer av stort tekniskt 
intresse. Däremot var det få föredrag som behandlade planering, 
lokalisering och miljöpåverkan. Det kan tyckas konstigt med få föredrag 
inom dessa områden nu när dessa frågor upplevs som stora och 
bekymmersamma för de som vill bygga vindkraftverk. 

På torsdag eftermiddag avslutades konferensen av CRES verkställande 
direktör. CRES är ett forskningsinstitut för förnyelsebar energi som ligger 
i Aten. Vid detta tillfälle informerade man om att nästa EWEC'97 kommer 
att arrangeras på Irland. Olof Sandberg gavs tillfälle att välkomna alla till 
nästa EV konferens, EVWEC'96 i Göteborg. 

I bifogade appendix finns kopior av de föredrag som har anknytning till 
Vindkraftskonsortiets verksamhet. 
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1 .3 Elsystem 
Andelen artiklar med el anknytning var större än vad det har varit på 
tidigare vindkonferenser. Detta tyder på att intresset för elfrågor har ökat 
bland vindkraftsfolket. Några "Sessions" med elfrågor var: Electrical 
systems, Electrical and Mechanical Components, Grid Penetration and 
Power QuaIity och Grid Integration. Det fanns även med några elartiklar 
under rubriken Vind-Diesel. 

Nedan följer korta referat av de mest intressanta föredragen. 

1.3.1 Electrical systems, Electrical and Mechanical 
Components 

Artikeln "Synchronous generator wind energy conversion controI 
systems" beskriver ett system med synkrongenerator och två 
transistoromriktare. Detta ger ett system med motorstart, men 
komplexiteten ökar och verkningsgraden minskar. Regleringen av 
vindkraftverket har simulerats. 

"Vector controI of a doubly-fed induction generator for wind power 
applications" är rubriken på en artikel som har två transistoromriktare 
anslutna till rotorn på en asynkronmaskin. Genom vektorreglering styrs 
effektfaktorn till ett och effekten styrs mot ett konstant värde vid 
märkdrift. 

I artikeln "High penetration variable speed wind-diesel systems" används 
en rotorkaskad för att styra varvtalet, och därmed begränsa effekten, på ett 
överstegringsreglerat vindkraftverk. Detta för att öka möjlig vindkraftsdel i 
ett vind-diesel system. 

"A new dass of converters for variable speed wind turbines" behandlar 
olika typer av omriktare på ett övergripande sätt. IGBT -omriktaren 
behandlas mycket ingående. En omriktare har byggts och provkörts mot 
ett vindkraftverk. Verkningsgrad och elkvalitetsaspekter tas upp. 

I artikeln "Prototype of a wind turbine directly-coupled axial-flux PM 
generator" görs en vikt jämförelse med en standardgenerator med 
växellåda. Jämförelsen visade på betydligt lägre vikter för PM -generatorn. 
En prototyp med effekten 1.25 kW har byggts. Den teoretiska 
jämförelsen behandlade maskiner upp till 3 MW. 
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I artikeln "Direct drive concepts for wind turbines" behandlas olika typer 
av direktdrivna generatorer och de behandlas med utgångspunkt från 

total vikt och storlek för olika geometriska förhållanden 

behov av olika typer av omriktare 

förluster i omriktare och generator 

vikt på aktivt material 

kostnader 

1.3.2 Grid Penetration and Power Quality 
Under denna rubrik presenterades fem artiklar, varav fyra var bra. En kort 
sammanfattning av dessa fyra artiklar följer härefter. 

Först ut var H. Bindner, Ris0, och P. Lundsager, Darup. Deras artikel 
hade rubriken "On Power QuaIity Measures for Wind-Diesel Systems: A 
Conceptual Framework and a Case Study". Den presenterar några 
definitioner, avseende frekvens- och spänningsvariationer, för 
bestämmande och mätning av nätkvalitet på vind-dieselsystem. För att 
möjliggöra jämförelser av olika anläggningar måste en referensram av 
definitioner för nätkvalitet fastställas. Författarna menar att mätningar av 
nätkvalitet på vind-dieselsystem bör innefatta både långsamma och snabba 
spännings- och frekvensvariationer. Artikeln innehåller även en studie på 
ett vind-dieselsystem, där dessa referensramar provats. 

Från DEWI, Tyskland, kom G. Gerdes och F. Santjer som presenterade 
artikeln "Power Quality of Wind Turbine Generators". I artikeln gav 
författarna en vägledning för mätning av nätkvalitet. Mätningarna 
omfattade spännings- och strömkurvformer, övertoner, effekttoppar, 
effektfaktor och "flicker". De visade exempel på nätstörningar som 
uppstår vid drift av vindkraftverk, samt gav tips om hur dessa kan 
undvikas. Vidare gjordes en jämförelse mellan enstaka vindkraftverk och 
vindfarmar med avseende på nätkvalitet. 

I artikeln, av J. Hansen och J.O. Tande, båda från Ris0 i Danmark, "High 
Wind Energy Penetration Systems Planning" presenterades en modell, 
WINSYS, för att simulera och studera inverkan på elkraftnätet vid en hög 
penetration av vindkraft. Bland annat tar man upp frågan om ändringar i 
elförbrukningen hos konsumenterna över en 20-års period behöver tas 
med i beslutsunderlaget vid en vindkraftsetablering. 
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R. Mayer och T. Davies från Sciotech respektive VWE, England, 
presenterade artikeln " Power Quaiity and the Interaction of WTGS with 
the Grid". Arbetet baserar sig på ett pågående EV-finansierat 
forskningsprojekt med namnet "Power QuaIity of Wind Turbine 
Generating Systems and their Interaction with the Grid". Artikeln 
behandlar två undersökningar som gjorts, den ena avseende befintliga 
vindkrafts installationer och den andra krav och specifikationer från 
kraftbolag och myndigheter. 

1.3.3 Grid Integration 
Här skulle fem artiklar ha presenterats men en artikel utgick så det blev 
bara fyra kvar. Emellertid var det bara en av dessa som var riktigt bra och 
den refereras nedan. 

"The effect of Wind Farms and Compensation of Reactive Power on Local 
Networks" av B. Lemström, E. Peltola och M. Lehtonen samtliga från 
VTT i Finland. I artikeln diskuterades vindfarmernas och den reaktiva 
effektens betydelse för spänningen och effektförlusterna på nätet. En 
metod för optimering och kontroll av faskompenseringskondensatorer 
presenterades. Denna optimering minskar spänningsvariationerna och 
effektförlusterna samtidigt som andelen vindkraft som kan installeras på 
nätet kan ökas. Beräkningar visar att kompenseringen bör uppdelas i tre 
delar. En som är synkroniserad med in- och urkoppling av 
vindkraftverket, en annan som är beroende på den aktuella 
effektproduktionen och slutligen ytterligare en som relateras till den 
momentana lasten på nätet. 

1.4 Reglerteknik 
Intresse riktades framförallt på två sessioner om reglerdesign, ett område 
där, förutom Sverige, Storbritannien och Holland är de mest aktiva. 
Intressanta föredrag av bl.a. Connor, Leithead (St.b.) och van Baars, de 
Boer (Holl.). 

Connors presentation behandlade reglering av ett vindkraftverk med 
variabelt varvtal och fast bladvinkel. Deras metod är att undvika estimering 
av vindhastigheten genom att basera regleringen på följning aven kurva i 
vridmoment/varvtals-planet. Ä ven Chalmers artikel behandlade delvis 
detta, men då endast vid vindstyrkor under märkvind. 

Leithead presenterade en artikel som handlade om olinjär reglering av 
bladvinkeln vid fast varvtal. Han visade att det gick att uppnå avsevärda 
förbättringar, jämfört med linjära regulatorer, särskilt i fallet med 
tvåbladiga turbiner. 
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van Baars gav ett föredrag som handlade om reglering i allmänhet. Få 
specifika resultat. Artikeln var huvudsakligen skriven av Peter Bongers, 
som inte var närvarande. de Boer behandlade flervariabel reglering av 
vindkraftverk med både variabelt varvtal och bladvinkelreglering. Han var 
den ende av de här nämnda som gjort praktiska försök rörande reglering 
av aggregat, var för sig och i grupp. 
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2 Fjärde ramprogrammet - Joule 
och Thermie 

Under konferensen presenterades EV planer för det fjärde ramprogrammet 
för forskning och utveckling. Programmet kommer sannolikt att bli 
officiellt den 15:e december. Ansökningar skall vara inne den 15:e mars 
1995. Detta innebär att nya projekt antagligen kommer att kunna startas i 
början av 1996. Programmet löper till 1998. 

Totalt finns inom programmet "",270MECU för forskning och utveckling. I 
förra ramprogrammet fanns 98 MECU, av detta avsattes 19 för 
vindaktiviteter. Det är för närvarande oklart hur mycket som finns 
tillgängligt för vind i det nya ramprogrammet. Enligt uppgift kommer det 
att vara samma proportion som i förra ramprogrammet. Dvs nästan en 
tredubbling! Viss försiktighet vid användningen av dessa siffror är 
lämplig, dom är mycket preliminära och kan ha misstolkats. 
·Presentationerna var inte av bästa klass. 

Prioriterade områden är bland annat aerodynamik, material, korrosion, 
"environmental and social issues". 

3 EWEA Annual General Meeting 

Under konferensen hölls även EWEA's "annual general meeting". Vid 
mötet invaldes S-E Thor i föreningens "board of directors". 

13 
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Appendix A 

A wind tunnel investigation of tower blockage 
effects and parking loads on a 5.35m dia
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Appendix A 
A Wind Tunnel Investigation of Tower Blockage Effects and 
Parking Loads on a 0 5.35 m Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine 

J-Å DahIberg, 
G. Ronsten 

FFA, 
The Aeronautical Research Institute of Sweden, 

INTRODUCTION 

Within the JOULE-program it has been eonsidered to 
study the loading due to blade tower interaction on an 
upwind turbine. 

FFA and Chi.na Aerodynamics Research and 
DevelopmentCentre (CARDC) .were at the time plan
ning wind tunnel tests which, by using a sliding ma
chine bed, would enable a study of the coupling between 
the "fish-tail" motion and the yaw moment. It was con
sidered a minor extra efTort to huild a thicker tower 
around the original steel tube and eheck for any influ
enee of the blade tip to tower distanee for an upwind ro
tor .. 

In another set of tests, the parking loads were measured 
and compared to theoretical models for lo ad distribu
tions. 

Wind turbine model 

WG 500 is a 5.35 m diameter, two-bladed, upwind, hori
zontal axis wind turbine. The turbine was mounted on 
top of a 8 m tower which consists of two parts. The lower 
part is a lattice tower and the upper part a steel tube 
with diameter 0.2m. A cylinder made of fiherhoard with 
diameter 0.41m was mounted around the original steel 
tower. By this extension of the tower diameter, the dis
tance from the blade to the tower could be vari ed from 
xID=0.8 to 1.75. 

The pitch, tip and coning angles were set to 0°. A fre
queney converter controlled the rotationai speed, thus 
enabling a convenient method for varying or keeping the 
RPM as desired. A planetary gear box increased the ro
tational speed from the main shaft to the generator with 
a faetor seven. The generator was an ordinary 1000 rpm 
3-phase induction type generator with arated power of 
7.5 kW. 

ResuIts from other tests with the WG 500 have been 
reported in references (l) - (5). 

Wind tunnel 

The CARDC 12m x 16m, open circuit, wind tunnel is 
237m long, has a tandem test section configuration and 
is driven by 3 fans rated at 2600 kW each. The test section 
used at this test is 12m x 16m x 25m. The empty test 
section speed range is between 4 mls and 25 mls. 

~easurennent systern 

The thrust force was measured using CARDC's 6-com
ponent, box type, strain gauge balance TH130l-B which 
was located between the tower and machine bed. The 

flap and edge moments in both blades were measured by 
blade root bending moment balances designed at FFA. 

High level signals from the wind turbine were fed from 
the turbine to a Macintosh I1fx personal camputer and 
sampied at 1.6 kHz/ch. 

toWER BLOCKAGE 

The wind speed distribution in the plane of a rotor disc is 
all'ected by the presenee of a tower. The flow velocity in 
front of the tower is reduced which will cause a rapid 
change of aerodynamie forces on the blade as it passes 
the tower. The velocity deficit was assumed to be of inter
est even on a upwind rotor although the effect of the 
tower obviously is smaller when compared to a down
wind rotor. 

Comparisons of the efTect of an upwind or downwind 
location of the rotor on the blade loads have been 
reported from NASA and Boeing in references (10)-(12). 
However, no references have been found to deal with the 
erfect of blade loads as function of blade tip to tower 
distance. 

Test parameters 

)( 

Figure 1. Definition of the blade tip to tower distance xID. 

The foIIowing parameters were vari ed: 

Blade-tower distances: 
Tip speed ratios: 
Yawangles: 

xID=0.8, 1.3 and 1.75 
1.6-9.7 
00 & .150 

The rotor speed was gradually increased from 50 to 400 
RPM corresponding to tip speed ra tios between 1.6 and 
9.7. Data were acquired continuously during the 
increase of rotor speed. 

Data processing; Data from the continuos time series 
were extracted during three revolutions at each 25 RPM 
passage starting at 50 RPM. Flap moment data from the 
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Flap moment ratio at yaw=O° 
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Flap moment ratio at yaw=-15° 
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three revolutions were sorted into 5° rotor azimuth bins 
and processed by the method of bin. 

Yaw=OO: Figure 2a presents the flapwise bending 
moment averaged during three revolutions for the 
studie d RPM and xID-conditions. The flapwise bending 
moment at rotor tip distance xID=1.75 has served as a 
reference for the conditions at xID=1.30 and 0.80 at each 
RPM. 

From figure 2a it can be concluded that the mean flap 
moment at TSR>4 stays within ±1% for all three tip to 
tower conditions. In the stall region the variations are 
less than ±3%. The mean flap moment is not signifi
cantly influenced by the tip to tower distance. 

Figure 2b shows the standard deviation of the f1apwise 
bending moment .normalized with respect to the average 
flapwise bending moment at rotor tip distance xID=1.75. 
The standard deviation of the flap moment is not signifi
cantly influenced by the tip to tower distance. 

The mode shapes were simiIar for all tested b1ade to 
tower distances as can be seen in figure 2c. 

Yaw=-15°: Figure 3a presents the flapwise bending 
moment averaged during three revolutions for the 
studied RPM and xID·conditions. The flapwise bending 
moment at rotor tip distance xID=1.75 has served as a 
reference for the eonditions at xJD= 1.30 and 0.80 at eaeh 
RPM. 

From figure 3a it can be eoncIuded that the mean flap 
moment at TSR>5 stays within ±1% for all three tip to 
tower eonditions. In the stall region the variations are 
less than ±3%. The mean flap moment is not signifi
eantly influenced by the tip to tower distance. 

Figure 3b shows the standard deviation of the flapwise 
bending moment normalized with respect to the average 
flapwise bending moment at yaw=O and rotor tip dis
tance xID=1.75. The standard deviation of the flap 
moment is not significantIy influenced by the tip to tower 
distance. 

The yaw misalignment causes mode shapes that are 
more complex than for the symmetrical case. However, 
the blade modes and amplitudes are similar for all xID:s 
tested as can be seen in figure 3e. 

PARKING LOADS 

A major issue when ealculating extreme thrust loads 
and blade root bending moments is to chose appropriate 
blade seclion eharacteristies sueh as the drag eoeffi
cient, Cd, and how Cd varies with the distance to the 
outer bounds (tip and roat). The present wind tunnel test 
includes both flap moment and thrust force measure
ments on a relatively large turbine model in weil de
fined eonditions. These measurements can be used to 
test various assumptions on aerofoil section eharaeter
istics at high angles of attack. The present study is re
strieted to the thrust lo ad and flapwise moment at zero 
yaw·angle. 

At angles of attack of around 90 degrees the normal 
force has a very slow variation with changes of angles of 
attack, and can for angles between '" 80 -110 degrees be 
considered constant. The normal force coefficient at 90 o 

angle of attack is equal to the drag coefficient. The 
largest uncertainty is what drag coefficient to use. 

Drag coefficients as function of Aspect Ratio (AR> 

The drag eoefficient is a funetion of the aspeet ratio of 
the blade. Two dimensional bia des (blades of infinite 
length) have a asped ratio AR=oo. For AR="" the drag 
c!)effieient is dose to 2.0. 

For a finite aspect ratio the maximum drag eoefficient is 
lower than the value for infinite aspeet ratio. 
Measurements of Cd, performed by Ostowari & Naik (9) • 
on a series of untwisted constant chord blades with four 
aspect ratios are presented in Figure 4. Tangler and 
Ostowari (lO) has also studied the post stall airfoil ehar
acteristics and suggested a formula for Cd versus the 
AR. 

A vera ge Drag Coefficients vs Aspect Ratio 

2.S-r----,----,----,----r----r 

i! 
2.0 

.~ 

~ 
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j -o- _ metbo4k=O.5 

0.5 
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0.0 
o 10 20 30 40 50 

AspectRalio 

Figure 4: Drag coefficient as function of aspeet ratio 

The drag eoefficient for a finite aspect ratio blade, how
ever, not be expected to be constant over the blade span. 

A simple expression has been defined where a local Cd 
is allowed to vary as function of aloeal aspect ratio. 

Our definition of a loeal aspect ratio is: AR loc=x/c 
where x is the distance from the outer bound, blade tip 
or root, and c the loeal ehord. 

The local drag eoefficient Cd,Ioe is assumed to be a fune
tion of the loeal aspect ratio and should reaeh the 2-di
mensional value Cd 20 for large x/e. so that 
Cd loc=f(x/c,Cd,20). For a' blade of length L, whieh has 
two span wise ed ges, it is neeessary to aeeount for the 
effeets of both edges and Cd,loe is a funetion 
rex/c, (L-x)/e,Cd20). 

Figure 5: Definitions ofblade shape symbols used for 
defining the loeal aspect ratio. 
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A simple exponential funetion was assumed for the Cd 
variation: 

(
X ) ( (-=.const)] 

Cd,loe = f ;,Cd2D = l-e e Cd2D 

With two span wise edges: 

Cd,loc= ftclx)*Ucl(L-x»*Cd2d 

An average drag coefficient, CD, can be caleulated as 

L 

lCd,IGe ·c·dx 
CD=~O-~S-- where S is the blade area. 

Caleulations with a constant ehord blade we re made 
and eompared to the measurements of Ostowari and 
N aik. Good agreement was found with a value of the 
constant, const=l.O as seen in Figl.lre 4 

Local Cd Distribution along the Blade 

1.5 

B 1.0 

] 
-- k-U 

0.5 -6- k-O.s 

--<>- Cd=Consl~I.] 

0.0 
0.00 1.00 

rIR 

Figure 6: Local drag coefficient as funetion of span wise 
position of the blade 
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Figure 7: Cd ,lOC • chord(x) as funetion of span wise 

position of the blade 

Comparisons with measurements 

The simples t approach when ealculating the force on 
the blade is to use a constant drag coefficient over the 
entire bIa de. To get the caleulated thrust value in 
agreement with the measurements, a Cd of 1.3 has to be 
chosen. This value is in good agreement with the for
mula of Tangler and Ostowari for our blade with an AR 
oflO.7 

A constant Cd, however, gives a too low a flap moment. 
The force distribution places too much of the load at the 
inner part of the blade. 

Using the present model and eonst=1.0 gives a too high a 
thrust force (and a too high flap moment). 

For const=0.5 a good agreement was achieved for both 
the measured thrust force and flap moment. 

The local Cd and local Cd,loc ·chord(x) for the above al
ternatives are presented in fig 6 and 7. (Cd,loc ·chord(x) 
is the local load, N/m, divided with the wind dynamie 
pressure). However, it should be noted that this model 
for calculating the Cd -distribution is verified against 
one measured case only. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Conclusions from the tower blockage test 

Due to the structural dynamie response of the wind 
turbine, no general conclusions, independent of the 
rotor speed, eOllcerning the efTect of the tower to tip 
distance can be drawn. In other words, the influence of 
the tower is dependent on the rotation al velocity. 

At 15° yaw angle, the yaw aerodynamie eauses the 
standard deviation of the flap moment to double in 
comparison with the ease when the turbine is facing the 
wind. The efTect of yaw is larger than the influence of 
the tower to tip distance. 

Condusions from the parking load calculations 

Agreement for both the thrust load and flap moment 
could not be aehieved assuming a constant Cd over the 
whole blade. 

A better agreement was found by assuming the loeal 
drag coefficient to be a function of xJc. 

The used function with an exponential variation of the 
drag coefficient gives relatively low values of Cd,loe dose 
to the span wise edges. Other variations in Cd loe might 
be more reaIistie. One suggestion is to use another fune
tion or to give a non-zero value of Cd,loe at x=O and x=L. 
for example: 

( 

( _~.eonst)] 
Cd,loe = Cd,tip + 1- e (Cd2D - Cd,tip) 

where Cd,Up tip eould be given the value of .. 1. 

The drag values measured by Ostowari & Naik (9) for an 
aspect ratio around 10 are higher than the drag eoeffi
cient that has to be used to prediet the measured thrust 
load of the turbine of the present study. 
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Appendix B DYNAMIC STALL AND 3D EFFECTS 

1.StJMMARy 

A. Björck, S-E Thor 
FFA, The Aeronautical Research Institute 

of Sweden, 

A.J.Brand 
ECN - Renewable Energy. Netherlands 

This paper describes the work of the JOULE II project 
"Dynamic Stall and Three-Dimensional Effects". An 
overview of the work is given. 

The goa! of this project is to produce engineering methods 
for the ca1culation of stalled flow of horizontal ma wind 
turbines. Engineering methods in this context means that 
the methods should be suitable for implementation in 
current programs for aero-elastic calculations. 

The project is divided into three tasks: 

1. Experiments 
2. Calculationa with codes that can give detailed infor-

mation on the flow of a stalled rotor and development 
3 engineering metbods 

Experimental results for the 75% radius of wind turbines 
are presented and discussed. 

3D calculations are shown to be able to prediet the static 
stall delay at small radius of the turbine. 

Calculations with three dynamic stall models are shown 
to give good agreement with measurements on a NACA 
4415, a LS(1)-0421 MOD and a SER! 809 aerofoil. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

The use of 2D steady state aerofoil data in strip theory 
codes results in unsatisfactory predictions of wind turbine 
loads. The maximum power for stall regulated turbines is 
generally under-predieted using 2D wind tunnel data. To 
achieve the correet power level and blade bending mo
ments it is therefore common practice to apply empirical 
correetions to 2D aerofoll data. The intlow conditions rela
tive to the blade are, due to e.g yaw and wind turbulence, 
varying with time and for many cases it is inadequate to 
use quasi-steady aerofoil aerodynamic data. 

In order to correetly simulate the loading and pen or
mance of a wind tur bine operating in stall, it is thus clear 
that dynamie stall and 3D effects have to be included in 
calculations of forees and performance. It remains, how
ever, to quantify both the dynamie stall and the 3D ef
teets. Empirical methods for unsteady aerodynamics in 
stall, developed for helicopters, need to be adapted or 
modified to the eonditions for stalled wind turbine rotors. 

3. OUTLINEAND OBJECTIVES OFTBE 
PROJECT 

The 12 partlcipants in the project are: FFA in Sweden. 
RisIIf and Tech. Univ. of Denmark in Denmark, EON and 
Delft Univ. of.Technology in the Netherlands, Univ. of 
Bristol, Garrad Hassan, Imperial College and Cranfield 
University in England, Nat. Tech. Univ. of Athens and 
CRES in Greece and Univ. du Havre in France. 

S.P.Fiddes 
University of Bristol, England 

F. Rasmussen 
RisIIf National Laboratory, Denmark 

The goal of the project is to produce engineering methocJa 
for 3D and dynamic stall. Engineering methods in this 
context means that the methods should be implementable 
in current programs for aero-elastie calculations. 

Much effort in the project is devoted to carrying out and 
analysing experiments. Calculations will alao ba nsed to 
study 3D and unsteadyeft'ects. 

The project is divided into three tasks: Experiments, caJ
culatioDS and development of engineering methods. The 
success of the latter task will depend on the further leam
ing from the aerodynamic information gathered durJng 
the analysis of experiments and calculatioDs. 

An initial etTort is spent to understand and quantify sta
tionary, or at least quasi-steady, 3D effects. because it 
constitutes the point of departure for superimposed UD
steady variations 

Experiments. The experiments consist ofmeasurements 
ofblade section characteristics ofseven turbines. The dif
ferent tests are listed in table 1. Data from the tests will 
be stored in a data base at ECN available for all partic:i
pants. The format for the data base will be the same as 
for the IEA Annex XIV "Field Rotor Aerodynamics" and 
charad with the participants of this IEA annex. Data from 
measurements on the NREL combined experiment will 
thus also be available for the present projeet. 

Calculatlons. Calculations are carried out for stead" 
state as weIl as unsteady cases. 

University of Bristol and Garrad Hassan &; Partners will, 
for steady cases, penorm viseouarmviscid coupled calcula
tions based on panel methods and 3D integral boundal'7 
layer methods. 

ECN togetber with NLR will use the unsteady 2D via
couslinviseid code Ultran V as modified to include the ef
feet of rotation in the boundary layer by Snel et.a1. (l). 
For this project the B.L. equations will be implemented in 
a time accurate way and the code will be extended with a 
model for the vortex shedding process to be able to model 
dynamic stall. 

RiS,. and CRES will make calculations for unsteady flo .. 
which ia deacribed by Christensen in (2). 

The Technical University of Denmark will nse a 3D 
Navier-Stokes solver to make steady calcu1ations or 
stalled rotating blades, aee Hansen (3). 

NTUA together with CRES and Universit~ of du Havre 
will develop an "advanced tool for dynamic stall of 3D ro
tating blades-. The unateady in'fiscid free wake code 
GENVUP will be used as basis for this. A calcu1ation 
scheme that can take into account DOn-linear profile aero
dynamics will be implemented into GENVUP_ 
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Table 1 Measurements ofblade section eharacteristics. 

Partici- Diameter Aerofoil Chord Reynolds Type of measurements 
pant [m] ~e ntlmber 
ECN 25 NACA 1-2.5 million I Field rotor. Pressure measurements at 300/0, 60% and 80% radius 

with maximum 500 Hz samplinll rate forpressure distributions. 44xx: 
DUT 10 ~1)- 0.5-1.2 million Field rotor. PreeSure measuremente at 30%, 50% and 70% radius 

0416 rotating. with maximum 333 Hz sampling rate for pressure distributions. The 
0.5-2 million 2D non-twisted, constant chord blade have also been tested in a wind 

tunnel as a 2D-test. 
ClT 2.8 NACA <0.5 million Rotor towed behind a ear. Pressure measurements at 35% and 75% 

4415 radius. Pressure distributions read every 3° azimuth angle. 
ICIRAL 17 NACA 0.5-1.1 million Field rotor. Pressure measurements at 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 650/0, 

63·2xx 70% and 80% radius with maximum 500 Hz sampling rate for pres-
sure distributions. 

RisI/J 19 NACA 0.9-1.2 million Field rotor. Force measurements on blade segments at 37%, 68% and 
63-2xx at the tip at 25 Hz sampling rate. The same type ofblade as for the 

ICIRAL test. 
IC 2 NACA .. 80000 Wind tunnel test. Stationary pressure measurements. 

63·2xx 
UB 2 NACA =80000-160.000 Wind tunnel test. Laser lJopple Anemometry measurements oftlle 

63-2xx veloeities in the boundary layer. 
.FFA 5.35 NACA 0.5-1.2 million Wind tunnel test.Stationary data. Pressure measurements at 30%, 

44xx 55%, 75%, 850/0, 92.5% 95%, 97.5% and 99% radius. 

Engineering modeis. Five partners, RisIJ, Cranfield 
University, ECN, the Technica1 University of Denmark 
and Garrrad Hassan & Partners will develop engineering 
methods for 3D steady inflow and dynamie stall. 

Empirical methods for dynamie stall have been developed 
for the helieopter industry and have also been used for 
some time by the wind energy industry. Examples of 
dynamie stall models are the Gormont model (4), the 
Onera model (5), the Beddoes-Leishman model (6) and the 
model of f2Jye (7). The input to these models are in 
principle a set of static aerodynamic data and constants 
for algebraic or differential equations to model the un
steady response. 

The methods of this project will probably be adaptations 
of existing dynamie stall models to the conditions for 
horizontal axis wind turbines. The static data to be used 
will then be 2D data corrected for 3D effects. Also the 
time constants can be dependent on the three-dimen
sional character of the flow. 

4. TBREE DIMENSION AL EFFECTS 

The aerofoil characteristics of rotating blades have been 
studied in a number of experiments, eg. Madsen (8), 
Hales (9), Butterfield et al (10), Bruining (U), Ronsten 
(12) and Graham (13). The experiments of Ronsten and 
Graham were carried out in wind tunnels during steady 
conditions. The other experiments are field rotor experi
menta. The field rotor experiments provide data at un
steady conditions. However, cases with small variations 
in angle of attack can be chosen and eonstitute ftquasi
steady" data from these experiments. 

All tests give the same indication of an stall-delay near 
the root of the blade. There is an angle of attack region 
above the 2D stall u, were the normal force continuously 
increases. The maximum 3D normal force eoefficient, 
Cn,JPu, is thuslarger than the 2D value. This is reported 
in the references above typically for rlR around 80% and 
is sometimes referred to as the "Himmelskamp effeetn af
ter the first reported observations of this effect by 
Himmelskamp in 1945. 

4.1 Measured stall charaeteristics at rlR .. 75%. 

At larger values of rlR the effect of rotation on increased 
Cn.max decreases but measurements show that the stall 
eharaeteristics can differ from that measured during 2D 
tests. 2D measurements of aerafoils often showadrop in 
Cn above Cn,mu. As the separation point moves forward 
the normal force reaehes a maximum and then drops 
before it attaches to the curve for a flat plate offully sepa
rated flow at higher u. The drop in Cn normally becomes 
larger for high Cn~u aerafoils and is dependent on eondi
tions around the leading edge region of the airfoiI. For 
angles of attack just above C n/max , Cn can drop to values 
weIl below l. A region of negative aCnfc)u thus occurs after 
stall. 

Local instantaneous damping of flapwise motion can be 
written as proportional to the derivative aCnJaa. For un- _ 
steady motion the Cn( «) curve will dift'er from the charae- ., 
ter attained during a slow change of el. Existing dynamic 
stall models like the Beddoes-Leishman or Onera model 
use the static Cn data as a basis. The tinal ealcuIated 
unsteady normal force will depend on the unsteady 
motion and values chosen for time constants hut aIso on 
the statie data input ofthe aerodynamie force coefticients. e 
Figure 4.1 - 4.4 show the normal force eoefficients mea-
sured at around 70% rlR of the blade for four of the tests 
of the project. 

Figure 4.1 shows data from Ris.,. Data are shown for 
three different eases: Rotating and non-rotating blade 
during the field test and a non-rotating blade mounted in 
a wind tunneL For the rotating field testa the data are bin 
averaged on the angle of attack. For the wind tunnel 
measurements the data shown are binned over a very 
short time interval. The angle of attack for all cases was 
measured with a flve hole pitot tube. The measurements 
in the wind tunnel show quite a lot of scatter. The aerofoil 
is a NACA 63-216 aerofoil. 2D tests of this aerofoil at the 
same Reynolds number by Björck (14) show that 2D stall 
is expected for « - 15° after which Cn drops of! and finally 
follows the fully separated t10w characterlstics for « .. 20°. 
For decreasing u, t10w attachment was de1ayed and a 
static stall hysteresis is observed. 
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Figure 4.1 Measured Normal force coefficient as function 
of angle of attack. Ris. tests. 
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Figure 4.2 Measured Normal force coefticient as function 
of angle of attack. FFA tests. 

The data for the wind tunnel test of Ris. in Figure 4.1 
show two levels of Cn at stall and post stall. One at a 
lower level and one at bigher level of Cn-values. The dif
ferent levels were, however, not related to increasing pr 
decreasing IX • Jumps between the two levels did not occur 
orderly. The curves for the rotating field test show Cn-
values that coincide best with the high Ievel of the wind 
tunnel test. Different levels were found during the rotat
mg tests as well, but over a shorter IX intervaL 

FFA has carrled out tests in two wind tunnels of a non
rotating and rotating blade with NACA 44xx airfoils. (12). 
At 30% radius marked differences were found between 
rotating and non-rotating conditions and no negative 
slopes of Cn were found during the rotating test. For the 
70% radius, however, a dlOp in Cn occurred both during 
rotating and non-rotating conditions as shoWD in figure 
4.2. 

Rotating measurements on a blade with NACA 44xx 
aerofoils have also been carried out at Cranfield 
University, (9). For 35% rlR the same behaviour as for the 
FF A tests were found with a marked stall delay. The 
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Figure 4.3 Measured Normal force coefficient as func:tion 
of angle of attack. Crantield tests. 
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Figure 4.4 Measured normal force coefficient as functioJi 
of angle of attack. Delft tests. 

acquired data for runa with a yaw angle less than 5 de
grees and for the radial station 75% rlR are shown in 
Figure 4.3. The Cranfield data showasmaller Cn max 
than the FFA measurements and a small shift in a. 
However, both sets of data show signs of a drop on Cn at 
high anglas ofattack. 

Figure 4.4 shows Cn for 70 % rlR for tests of Delft, (11). 
The Cn(a) curve for a 2D test of the section is shoWD to
get her with field rotor tests of the rotating tumme. The 
wind speed is measured in a meteoroIogical tower -one di
ameter away from the turbine. This wind speed is used to 
determine the angle of attack using Blade Element 
Momentum Theory. The curve shows a lot of scatter. This 
is believed to be partly due to poor correlation of the con
ditions at the met tower and at the turbine_ 
Measurements have more lately also been made with a 
probe to measure the angle of attack and it is hoped that 
this will give better Cn(a) results for the field tests. From 
the data shoWD in Figure 3.4 it is difficult to draw any 
conclusions concerning dift'erences between 2D data and 
rotating 3D data. 
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conc1usions concerning difl'erences between 2D data and 
rotating 3D data. 

With the data analysed so far it is diffi.cult to say any
thing definite about the difTerence of stall characteristics 
of a rotating blade and the 2D case for the 70% radius. 

The data of mSII show an increasing Cn(a)-curve for the 
whole range of C1 for the rotating cases. The FFA data 
show rather good agreement between the rotating and 
non-rotating case. C~ is slightly smaller for the rotat
ing esse. Both curves, however, showadrop in Cn post 
stall. The Cranfield data showa rather low Cn,max and a 
small drop in Cn post stall. 

The SERI 809 aerofoil has been tested extensively by 
NREL (former SERI). The tests of NREL indicates that a 
large drop in Cn due to complete leading edge stall found 
in 2D test is absent during rotating field rotor conditions. 

One important task for the present project is to deter
mine, by analysis of more data, under what conditions, 
and how stall characteristics, for quasi-steady conditions, 
differ from 2D stall characteristics for the specifically 
used aerofoiL 

4.2 Calculations of 3D quasi-steady stall. 

The calcu1ations of ECNINLR (1) have shown that the in
clusion of the effect of rotor rotation in boundary layer 
equa tions leads to results with a stall delay relative to 2D 
calculations. 

The NLR code ULTRAN V has been modified to inc1ude 
effects of rotor rotation in the ~undary layer equations. 
The addi tiona! terms for rotation appear to be propor
tional to the local value of c/r. An additionaI equation for 
the radial boundary layer flow is added to the ULTRAN V 
code. With assumptions on the cross flow the integral 
boundary layer equations can be solved for a 2D dimen
sional section. The ULTRAN V code is a code with strong 
viscous-inviscid coupIing and calculations of separated 
tlow can be carried out. 

Figure 4.5 shows the computed Cn(C1) for the 30% station 
of the FFA Stork blade. (The real c/r value is divided by 
an empirical faetar of 1.5.) Figure 4.6 shows the computed 
pressure distributions at an angle of attack. of 25 degrees 
with the 2D B.L. fonnulation and with the effecta of ro
tation. The qualitative behaviour with a stall delay is weIl 
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Figure 4.6 Pressure distributions for an angle of attack. of 
25 degrees for the ca1culations shown in Fig. 4.5 

captured. The ULTRAN V code is based on the Transonie 
Small Perturbation modelling for the inviscid flow and re
sults can not be expected to quantitatively capture the 
measured pressure distribution. However, the trend in 
calculations shows promise and indicate that the typical 
excessive behaviour of Cn at large values of clr can be 
caused by centripetal and Coriolis efi'ects in the B.L. re
sulting in thinner B.L. and a reduction of the viscous 
losses. 
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Figure 4.7 Pressure distribution and momentum -
thickness for the 55% rlR section at a tip speed ratio of 8.2 • 

At the University of Bristol, UB, integral boundary layer 
equations are used together with a panel representation 
of the blade and the wake (15). The B.L. equations are 
strongly coupled with the inviscid tlow. The B.L. equa
tions have recently been modi1ied BO as to be abIe to calcu
late the flow of rotating blades. Calculations can be made 
with the B.L. terms due to rotation switched on/off. 
Calculations can also be made in a strip-wise sense ne
gIecting cross flow. Initial calculations have been made on 
the FFA Stork rotor at a tip speed ratio of 8.2. For this 
case, a is rather low and the flow is attached and the 
eff'ect of rotation in the B.L. is rather small, as is alao 
expected. Figure 4.7 shows the caIculated BL. momentum 
thick.ness together with the pressure distribution for the 
3D case with rotation terms for the 55% rlR. Calculations 
neglecting cross flow give the thinnest B.L. For 3D B.L. 
calculations the inclusion of terms for rotation has the 
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efTeet of thinniog the B.L. The effect of rotation are, how
ever, expected to be significant for separated floweases. 
Sueh caIculatioos will be made io the near fUture. 

The difference between 2D charaeteristics and 3D rota
tional flow is a function of the radial position of the blade. 
At low values ofrlR a stall de1ay is observed. Closer to the 
tip, however, eveo decreased Cn max has been observed 
(12). (13). The aerodynamic chUacteristics of airfoils on 
blades could be dift'erent from 2D characteristics due to 
effects in the boundary layer, but differences can also 
oecur due to the fact that the general conditions of the in
viscid flowaredifferent than that of 2D conditions. It is 
the hope that such effects can be studied using the fully 
3D calculations. 

4.3 Measurements otboundary layer characteris-
tics for separated now. 

An important part of the investigati,on of the 3D flow will 
be measurements of the boundary layer with Laser 
Doppler Anemometry at University of Bristol. The LDA 
measurementa will be made with the same blade that the 
ImperiaI College has used for surface pressure measure
ments at difi'erent radial stations (13). The B.L. measure
ments will give valuable information on the character of 
the separated now of a wind turbine. The measured B.L 
profiles will be used to ca1ibrate the B.L. formulation in 
the viscous calculations. 

5. DYNAMIC STALL. 

The existenee of dynamie stall has been shown in several 
tests on wind turbines, e.g. (8), (9). Several of the experi· 
ments of the current projeet will yield more data 
including pressure distributions for unsteady conditions. 

Modelling of dynamie stall has been carried out in the 
JOULE I project "Response of Stall regulated Wind 
Turbines - Stall indueed Vibrations·, Rasmussen et.al. 
(16). The Onera model, the Beddoes-Leishman. and the 
0ye model were used in this project. The inelusion of dy
namic stall models considerably improved the agreement 
between calculated and measured dynamic behaviour of 
stalled rotors. Simulations of the normal force coefficient 
from a specific measured time series of Il from the mea
surements on the Ristll test turbine (8) were also made. It 
was then found that the measured aerodynamie force had 
alarger energy content at higher frequencies than the 
simulated force. The. measured normal force coeffi cient is 
shown as a function of angle of attack in Figure 5.1 
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Figure 5.1 Lift; coefficient versus angle of attack from 
meaaurements on a wind turbine by Ris .. 

The calculations in (16) were a first generation applica
tion of the modeIs. The lift coefficient has been recal
culated using the Beddoes-Leishman model. The new cal
culations were made by Garrad Hassan with the lift from 
the shed leading edge vortex included in the model. 

The dynamic behaviour in the Beddoes-Leisbman model 
is determined by time lags for the pressure distribution 
build up, the boundary layer separation process and 
vortex lift deeay. In figure 5.2 a and b a small aensitivity 
analysis is shown. The time constant for the time lags bas 
been given different values.; "standard values" and the 
these values quadrupled. It is seen that the amplitude of 
the loops varies. However, the frequencies of the normal 
force variations are rather unchanged. 

The inclusion of vortex lift has increased the energy con
tent at higher frequencies to a small degree but the mea
sured and predicted time histories still show significant 
qualitative changes. 

Tbree aerofoils used on wind turbines have recently been 
tested at Ohio State University by Hoftinann et.a1. (17). 
Static 2D as well as 2D dynamie stall tests were carrled 
out. The unsteady tests were carried out a reduced fre
quency of maximum ...0.07. The aerofoils are a NACA 
4415, a NASA LS(1)-0421 MOD, and a SERI 809 aeroCoil. 
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Figure 5.2 Lift coef6cient versus angle of attack. 
Calculations with the Beddoes-Leishman mode! 
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Figure 5.3 A comparison of caJculations and measure
ments of Ohio State University for tbree aerofoiIs. Lift 

coefficient as function of the angle of attack. 

Figure 5.3 shows comparisons of calcuIations with the 
Onera, Beddoes-Leishman, the 0ye mode! and measure
ments of Ohio State University. The measurements of 
OSU are shown for three consecutive revolutions. 

The size of the hysteresis loops are generally weil pre
dieted. However. details in the character difTer. The 
Beddoes-Leishman model predictions are good even 
though flow reattachment is predicted too early for the 
NACA 4415 and LS(1} aerofoils. The model of 0ye shows 
too smooth a variation in the lift force. The Onera mode! 
seeme to predict 80me of the oscillations during reattach
ment weIl, but performs worse in the calculation of the 

conditions at increasing and high a. The measurements 
show some ditTerences between ditTerent revolutions 
which could be due to the forcing angle of attack motion 
not being exactly sinusoidal and the same for all revolu
tions. It could aIso weIl reflect the general unsteadiness of 
stalled flow . 

In the current project, the predictions with the existing 
dynamic stall models will be compared to measurements 
of aerofoil characteristics during rotating conditioDS and 
for aerofoils used on wind turbines for more cases than 
those shown above. Such tests will guide to the choice of 
appropriate empirical constants and an appropriate 
description of static data. Needed modificatioDS of the 
models will also be identified. 

Possible changes to current dynamic stall models in use 
by the participants could be to include effects of radial 
dependence of the stall characteristics and better mod- A 
elling of the etrect of varying relative velocity caused by -
yawed How and wind turbulence in the turbine plane. 

One important question is to nnd out if the dynamic stall 
behaviour on rotating wind turbine blades is dift'erent 
than that measured during 2D wind tunnel fests. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The stall-delay near the root seems to be found in all of 
the rotor test results. 

This stall delay is also captured by the calcu1ations oC 
ECN/NLR by including the eft'ects of rotor rotation in the 
boundary layer equationa indicating that the stall dela y 
can be explained by these eft'ects. 

At Iarger values of rlR the measurements do not show an 
entirely consistent behaviour. However. at large rlR (i.e. 
small c/r) the eft'ects ofrotor rotation becomea smaIler and 
the spanwise lift distribution and aerofoil shape becomes 
relatively more important. The fully three-dimensional 
calculations are expected to give more knowledge about 
the stalled How closer to the tip where spanwise pressure 
gradients could be important. 

The work with the engineering methods has just started. A 
80me preliminary calculations have shown their capabil- _ 
ity of predicting dynamic stall effect&. However. in order 
to verify their capability on rotating rotors, more experi
mental data at unsteady conditions with high confidence 
in the relative inflow, (i.e. angle of attack and dynamic 
pressure) is needed. 
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Appendix C 

Feasibility study on unsteady wind tunnel 
measurements on airfoils for MW-scale 
HAWT's 
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Appendix C 

FEASlBILITY STUDY ON UNSTEADY WIND TUNNEL MEASUREMENfS ON 
AEROFOlLS FOR MW-SCALE HAWTs 

D. Winkelaar, H.B. Hencfriks 
Netherlands Energy Research Foundation ECN 

Unit ECN Renewable Energy 
P.O. Box 1, 1755 ZG Petten, the Netherlands 

A. Björck 
Aeronoautical Research Institute of Sweden, FFA 

P.O. Box 11021, 161 11 Bromma, Sweden 

W.A. Timmer 
Institute for Wind Energy 

Delft University of Technology, OUT 
Stevinweg 1,2628 eN Delft, the Netherlands 

The blades of a stall regulated wind turbine will be subjected to dynamic stall. 
Modelling this dynamic stall is important in order to get the correct blade loads. The 
current status of this modelling in aero-elastic codes is to use semi-empirical dynamic stall 
models developed for helicopter appIications. The necessary parameters used in these 
models are normally correlated with data from dynamic wind tunnel tests with aerofoils 
under conditions typical for helicopters. In order to acquire more relevant parameters for 
the type of aerofoils and intlow conditions typical for a large HA WT dynamic wind tunnel 
test are discussed. 

A quick estimate of the reduced frequencies and Reynolds numhers for l MW wind 
turbines showed that the full-scale Reynolds number would be in the range of 3 to 6 
million and reduced frequencies k = cl2U _ could be as high as unity. 

The costs of such a test turned out to be so high that it was thought wise to study 
the requirements more comprehensively. 

Calculations with an aero-elastic code are made in order to determine the variation 
of angle of attack, reduced frequency, Reynolds number, Mach number and type of 
motion that occur at different blade radii of a numper of turbines for selected cases of 
operation (the IEC standard is taken as a guideline). 

The requirements attained in this study are evaluated and the relative importance of 
different requirements to be met are assessed. Because it is not likely that all requirements 
can be met in an existing wind tunnel an overview is made of candidate facilities. 

The final outcome of the project is a description of one or more possible test set
ups, taking economie consideranons into account 
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Appendix D 

Monitaring tatigue loads on wind turbine 
rotor blades 
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Appendix D 

MONIIORING FAIIGUE lOADS ON WIND TURBINE ROTOR 
BLADES . 

H. Saltert 
Deutsches Windene~ie-Instjtut 

Ebertstr. 96 0-26382 Wilhelnishaven - Germany 

Dr. A. N. Fragoulfs 
C.R.E.S. 

19th km Marathono$ Av., GR-190 09 Pikermi - GreecfJ 

J. A. Dahlberg 
FFA 

P.O. Box 110218-16111 Bromma- Sweden 

Recent statistics of wind turbine appllcations within Europe Show that the 
typical size of the installed turbines increas~s up to 40~ diameter and more as weil 
as the number of applications in wind farms. Also rough terrain sites are b'eing used 
for wind energy application mora and. more; The statlstics showa beglnning 
optimizatlon of the turbin~s components concerning light weight constructions and 
lhus, rational usa of material. This indicates that the fatigue loads.be~ome one of the 
most important design drivers for wind turbine components. To widen the knowledge 
about fatigue loads of wind turblnes operating in wind fanris as weil as in cor:nplex 
terraln DEWI, C.R.E.S. an~ FFA started å research programme In the end t;lf .199~ 
wiJh the scope to monitor fatigue loads on . rotor blades of serial produced wind. 
turblnes. The measuring campaigns are funded by eEC within the JOULE. /I 
framework. 

Different methods were discussed and. applied in the programme how to 
monilor and evaluate the faligue load dala from the lurbines being affected by high 
turbulence due to wind farm and rough terrain operation. There were two types of 
data sampling in usel data acquisition systems for recording' of typical time series 
and monitorlng fatigue loads by using on line rainflow counting systems. ·Besid~s the 
experience and results of the Alsvik wind farm data from FFA, on line reduced lo~d . 
spectra of two 330 kW wind tumines Qeing contlnuously monitored by OEWI for 
more than half a year are used. Those turbines are operating .in a commercial wind 
farm. The use of cycle counting field computers is being tested referring the fatigue 
loads . with m4?teorological and operational data. ·At the complex terrain' site of 
C.R.e.S. both methods have been applied, measuring time sequences and on line 
reduced load spectra. Typica! resu/ts of the methods will be presented as weil as 
cost comparison. 

It is shown that' uslng commercial fi~ld computers .and data loggers w.iII help 
manufacturers, research institutes and certification bodies to obtain fi!Jst, precise ånd 
cost effective information about the fatigue loads of wind .turbine component •• 

Thus, there .is a poSSibillty to create a sound base of fatigue spectra Of different 
types, sizes and sltes of wind tur~lnes in the future. Howev~r,such a data base will 
be qulte Important for the development of large scale wind turbines an~ åpplication 
of economic wind farms in Europe. The results of the programme will also be offered 
10 verify fatigue load assumptlons, models and Standards. 
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Appendix E 

Fatigue loads on wind turbine rotor blades: 
Effects of wind farm and complex terrain 
operation . 
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Appendix E 
FATIGUE LOADS ON WIND TURBINE ROTOR BLADES: 

EFFECTS OF WIND FARM AND COMPLEX TERRAIN OPERATION 

P. Vionis, D. Foussekis, C.R.E.S., Greece 
J.-Å. Dahlberg, M. Poppen, F.F.A., Sweden 

H. Söker, T. Kramkowski, D.E.W.I., Germany 

'INTRODUCTION 

Fatigue loading of wind turbine components and 
especially of rotor blades still remains a parameter of 
high uncertainty in the design of wind turbines. In this 
paper a method that uses on-line cycle counting 
techniques to establish fatigue load frequency 
distributions is applied in order to investigate the effects 
of windfarm and complex terrain operation on the 
fatigue loads of wind turbine rotor blades. 
In the framework of a EU funded project the blade root 
bending moments of two pitch controlled, variable speed 
wind turbines operating in the Hamswehrum wind farm, 
and also that of a stall controlled, fixed speed wind 
turbine operating in CRES' complex terra in test site, 
have been measured by DEWI and CRES. In paralIeI 
FFA used their broad database of time series 
measurements of blade root bending moments on a 
turbine at Alsvik windfarm in order to derive semi
empirical fatigue load data. 
A qualitative comparison of undisturbed versus wind 
farm and smooth versus eomplex terrain operation of 
wind turbines is attempted, based on rainflow matrices 
of blade root moments eollected at DEWI and CRES 
and fatigue loads from recorded load time series at 
CRES and FF A. 

WECS & SITE DESCRIPTION 

Four wind turbines sited at three different locations have 
been used as test cases in the framework of this project. 
All sites are equipped with the neeessary instrumentation 
for a suitable monitoring of the wind intlow along with 
other environmental data. Blade root bending moments 
are measured on all test wind turbines with strain-gages 
applied to the root of the blade (Hamswehrum) or to the 
hub elose to root of the blade (CRES, Alsvik). The 
bending moments were calibrated either by using the 
blade's own weight (Hamswehrum, Alsvik) or by 
applying known loads to the blade using a telescopic 
crane (CRES). A brief description of the turbines and 
the sites follows. 

Hamswehrpm Wjndfarm. The two turbines investigated 
by DEWI are 330 kW, variable speed, pitch controlled 
ENERCON 33 machines with a rotor diameter of 33 m. 
They are situated in the Hamswehrum wind farm, whieh 
is located right on the North Sea coast line and is 
eommercially operated by the loeal utilit1. EWE. The 
layout of the wind farm (I) may be consIdered typical 
for Northern Germany: 12 turbines positioned in two 
rows of six turbines each. The rows are approximately 
7D apart and the spacing within a row IS 5D. The 

I
monitored turbines have been chosen so that under the 
_~~~~.~~!!~~v,~~~d v~~~~,~,~!o~S turbine #3 is predomin~ntly 

in wake operation and turbine #7 is mostly in 
undisturbed operation. With some 7% the turbulence 
intensity level at the site is rather low. 

C RES , Test site. A stall controlled Wincon 1l0XT 
(llOkW) wind turbine is situated at CRES' complex 
terrain test site on top of a steep hill having an elevation 
of about 120 m above sea leve!. The test turbine has a 
3 bladed, rigid hub rotor with a diameter of 21.2 m and 
4° conning and tilt angles. A telemetry system for time
series recording of bending moments and a mobile data 
acquisition system capable of continuous on-line cycle 
countin~ of the bending moment signals were 
successIvely implemented. 

Alsyjk windfarm. The wind farm consists of four stall 
controlled Danwin 23/180 kW turbines. The rotor of the 
turbine which has a diameter of 23 m without conning 
and tilt angles, operates at 42 RPM. Three wind 
turbines are located in a row along the shore line at sea 
leve!. The fourth turbine, equipped with the measuring 
sensors is placed behind the row, as seen from the open 
sea, so that the distances to the other turbines are 5, 7 
and 9.5 rotor diameters. 

ON-LINE CONTINUOUS FATIGUE LOAD 
MONITORING 

Method of Anproach & Data ACQu;s;tion System 

Fatigue loads on eomponents of wind turbines are 
commonly determined through evaluation of short time 
series measurements. However, due to the large amount 
of data that has to be recorded following this approach 
the time basis of this evaluation is rather short. Thus 
large scale extrapolation for a service life fatigue load 
spectrum is necessary. The work presented here 
suggests the use of on-line Rainflow counting, directly 
on the incoming load data, which gives way to the 
assessment of fatigue loads for much longer periods of 
time, without running into memory and data handling 
problems. For correlation purposes meteorological and 
operationaI data have to be recorded and transformed 
into statistics in paralIeI to the fatigue load monitoring. 
The measurement is assumed to comprise a sufficient 
period of time when a representative wind speed 
aistribution has been established. All data is recorded in 
a commercially available data logger. With this method 
a comparabJy cost effective, easy to use, and reliable 
technique for establishing fatigue load frequency 
distributions is at hand. A detailed description of the 
method and the data acquisition system can be found in 
(1). 

TERMINATION OF COLUMN 2 
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Fatigue Load representation. 

I 

The ernployed RainfIow counting algorithm extracts 
information about the range as weil as the mean values 
of the detected load cycles and represents their 
frequencies in the shape of a 3-D matrix. These 
matrices may be of RANGE-MEAN or FROM-TO 
type, dependmg on whether the load cyc1es are arranged 
according to their c1assified mean and range values or 
according to the c1assified load levels between which the 
transitions take place. Although, the RainfIow counting 
technique is the state of the art, this representation does 
not seem to be widespread in practical use and its 
interpretation is a matter of habituation. However, it 
offers the opportun i ty to identify the load cycles that 
correspond to a specific state of turbine operation. In 
case of evaluating steel structures the mean value of a 
load cycle is of no eminent importance, thus 2-D load 
spectra is sufficient here. Additionally two different 
spectra may be compared in an easier way. However, 
focusing on composIte materials, e.g.GRP, the mean 
value must be considered too. Therefore, in the 
described project both representations are being used. 

Results from the Hamswehrum Windfarm 

The monitoring of the edgewise and fIapwise blade root 
bending moments on the two turbines ID Hamswehrum 
wind farm started in August 1993 and has been 
continued up to now. A total of 11 months of rainflow 
data has been monitored during this period. Figures 1 
through 3 show the results from the first six month 
period starting August '93 to the end of January '94. 
During this {>eriod turbine #3 was operating for about 
50% of the time under wake influence whereas turbine _ 
#7 experienced only 20% of the time wake inflow. 
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Rainnow Matrix of the f1apwise blade root 
bending moments, Turbine #7, Aug. '93 to Ja/} '94 

Figure 1 shows turbine #1's cumulative Rainflow matrix 
of the flapwise blade roat bending moment in 
FROM-TO representation. It reveals quite distinct 
characteristics which of course are attributed to the 
measured type of turbine at that particular site. 
However, it can be expected that for a specific type of 
turbine at ~ specific c1ass of site there exists a specific 
shape of Rainflow matrix. If this specific shape can be 
determined, a set of rules for extrapolation of tllese 
matrices up to service life may be established, very 
much like the princip le of the Rayleigh and Weibull 
wind speed distribution. 
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2 depicts the wind speed distribution that was 
111..:'''''11 ... ·.11 in paralIeI to the fatigue loads. The envelope 

the histogram yields a smooth curve which is 
regarded as an indicator for its representativeness, 
although, only future evaluations will show the stabil ity 
of its shape. However, it is expected that there will be 
only very little variation. 
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Load spectra,Turbines #3 &. #7, Aug.93 to Jan. '94 

Figure 3 shows the Ioad spectra derived from the matrix 
in Figure 1. The plot comprises the load spectra of 
both, turbine #3 and #7 for the edgewise and flapwise 
blade root bending moments. For both directions of the 
bending loads, differences are quite obvious between 
wake and undisturbed operation. The exact reasons for 
these differences are left to further explanatory work. 
However, the effect of wake operation on the flapwise 
bending moment is revisited in the comparative study 
section further below. 

Results from CRES' Test Site 

In this framework, blade loading spectra have been 
IrnlonltolrecJ on CRES' test wind turbine for a period of 8 
months and are still continued. Data is collected and 
checked on a regular basis, in order to ensure the 
TERMINATION OF COLUMN 2 
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reIiability of the reconled matrices. Reeording of blade 
load time-series is perlurmed after eaeh rainfIow matrix 
collection, so that offset drifts of the signal conditioning 
system could be eompensated for. 
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Irigure 4: RANGE-MEAN representation of 
fIapwise blade-root bending moments 
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Figure 5: RANGE-MEAN representation of edgewise 
blade root bending moments 

RANGE-MEAN type 3-0 rainflow matrices of the flap
and edgewise blade root bending moments representing 
two months of operation of the test wind turbine with a 
capaeity factor of 36% and a mean wind speed of 6.4 
m/s, are depicted in Figure 4 and 5. The measured 
loads have been normalized with the bending moment 
caused by the blade's own weight Mg=15 kNm. 
The partieular characteristics of o{>eration, design 
parameters, wind inflow etc, can be ldentifled in this 
type of representation. The shape of the edgewise 
matrix, which in Figure 5 is dominated by the 
deterministic part of the loading, has shown reverse 
behaviour under different wind conditions, given tlie 
dynamie characteristics of the structure. 
An attempt to evaluate the severity of the fatigue 
loading on the rotor blades in the flapwise direction is 
presented in the sequel. The wind mfIow conditions 
were taken as parameter and three cases were 
considered. The prevailing wind direction during the 
whole period under investigation was north for 60%-
70% of the time, implying same turbulence intensity 
leveIs. Case l is based on one month's measured 
rainflow matrices while cases 2 and 3 represent half 
month's data. All cases are normalized to one month of 
operation. 'fhe mean wind speed was 7.2, 5.8 and 5.7 
m/s for cases l, 2 and 3 respectively. 
The method to compare the fatigue damage effect of 
different load spectra by means of the 1 Hz equivalent 
load Leq' has been applied. The l Hz equivalent load 
ean be calculated as: 

where nj is the number of cycles in the i'h load range, 
N,.r the equivalent number of 1 Hz constant ampIitude 
eyeles and m the slope of the material's S/N curve 
which can be assumed to be of the type: N=k·S·m

• 

From the measuied 'rainfIow matrices of either FROM
TO or RANGE-MEAN type, the 2-0 load spectra 
(Figure 6) were extracted for all cases. 
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Figure 6: Load spectra for the three test cases 

Applying the 1Hz equivalent load concept, the relative 
damage effect of the three particular cases was 
calculated, considering four different values of m, 
representing different S/N curve slopes and material 
characteristics. The derived results for SIN slopes of 
m=4,6,8 and 10, are depicted in Fifure 7, where the 
ratio of the calculated Loq for cases and 2 to that for 
case 3 is presented. 
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Figure 7: Comparison of 1 Hz equivalent load with 
respect to case 3 

It is apparent that, as expected', the equivalent amplitude 
of case 1 is about 45 % higher compared to that of case 
3 for m=4 and is decreasing for higher m values. 
Rather surprisingly at flrst sight, the fatigue effect of 
case 2 is remarkably high, given the small difference in 
average wind speeds during the corresponding periods 
of operation. The high equivalent amplitude increase 
can, though, readily be justified when getting an insight 
into the wind data (Figure 8). 
Case 2 comprises a period of high wind speeds while in 
case 3 the slte experiences continuously moderate wind 
speeds of the same mean value. The wind turbine for 
case 2 operated 6% of the total time period in wind 
speeds higher than 13 m/s while for case 3 the 
percentage is hardly 3%. The difference in loading can 
thus be attributed to the severity of loading caused by 
operation in the stall region. 
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Figure 8: Daily variation of wind speed 

Another aspeet of the fatigue loading in eomplex terrain 
operation, IS the effeet of different turbulence levels on 
the severity of the fatigue loading. As wind direction 
dependent differenees in the turbuleneeintensity level of 
the inflow, have been detected on the site, the field will 
eontinue to be subjeet of future research. 

COMPARATIVE STUDIES 

Effects of Complex Terrain Operation on Wind Turbine 
Fatigue Loads 

In the sequel the effeets of complex terrain operation on 
wind turbine fatigue loads are related to the effects of 
wind farm operation. The comparison is based on time 
series measurements taken by FFA and CRES at their 
respeetive test sites. The assessment of the severity of _ 
loading was applied only to flapwise bending loads. 

Baekground information. Struetural blade loads 
experieneed by the instrumented wind turbine operating 
at Alsvik have been extensively investigated (2),(3). The 
site is flat and the wind blowing from the open sea 
exhibits very low turbulenee intensity leveIs. 
Additionally, the windfarm layout is such tliat the test 
turbine is exposed to different wake eonditions, 
depending on the wind direction, as its distanee from 
the first row of wind turbines ranges from 5 to 9.5 rotor 
diameters. Previous studies (2),(3) of the differences in 
blade loading of the test turbine have shown that wake 
operation yields a signifieant inerease in load variation. 

On the other hand, a large number of time series of 
blade root flap- and edfewise bending moments have 
been recorded on CRES test wind turbine, as I?art of a 
measurement program, established by CRES, ID order 
to investigate the performance of the turbine in complex 
terrain operation. A data-base of 10 minute time series 
of structural along with meteorological and electrical 
data has been created. 

Normalization of flapwise bending moments. Since the 
turbines are of simiJar type it would be of great interest 
to compare the loads from the above sites. However, to 
make a comparison possible it is necessary to find a 
way to nbrmalize the flap bending moments. The 
normalization aims at eliminating the influence of size, 
eone angle, piteh setting etc. The meehanism to extract 
energy from the wind involves the presenee of a thrust 
force, which inereases with the wind speed, thus giving 
!.i~~_t~.-,~~riations . in blade root flap bending moments. 

The variation in flap moment, from low to high power 
produetion, ean be assumed to be·a representative load 
for the specific turbines. 
Therefore, it was decided to choose the difference in 
bending moment from 20% to 80% of the peak p'0wer 
as the reference bending moment. This is a sigmfieant 
range in comparison to the totaloperating range. 
A relationship between the mean flap moment and the 
power was established for the nonstalled region of wind 
turbine operation. From the measured power eurve, the 
20 % and 80 % power levels were determined and the 
refere~ee flap moment was established. This reference 
flap bending moment for the Oanwin 23/180 was found 
to be 15.5 kNm and for the WINCON 1l0XT, 9.2 
kNm. 

Comparison of btade loads. Time series (800 minutes 
lonr) of operation in wind speeds of about 9.5 m/s 
(± .5 rn/s) for eaeh condition: undisturbed, 50, 70, 
9.50 and complex terrain were seleeted frqm the two 
sites. The time series were rain-flow-eounted and 
normalized load speetra were established (Figure 9 ) 
The average turbulenee intensities expressed as the ratio 
of the standard deviation of wind speed over the mean 
wind speed of the 10 minute time series were 
5-7% for the wind farm site and 17-19% for 
complex terra in site. 
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Figure 9: Load spectra for different modes 
operation at Alsvik along with operation 
CRES' Test site. 

Wake operation has obviously a very strong influence 
on the loads. Both 50 and 70 eonditlOns are far above 1 

the complex terrain in the middle of the spectra, where 
most of the life is consumed. However, in the high 
amplitude region, complex terrain operation is 
eomparable to 5D wake operation. 
In order to have an indicatlon of the relevant severity of 
the loading for the different loading cases, the l Hz 
equivalent load approach has been applied. The results 
obtained, which are depieted on Figure lO, are strongly 
dependant on the material's fatigue eharacteristics as 
expressed by the S/N eurve's slope. For low m values 
the e'.l.uivalent amplitude inerease of complex terrain 
operation over the undisturbed operation is eomparable 
to 9.50 wake at a levet of 20%. However, 
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for higher m values the severity of the loading can be 
compared to that of 70. It is apparent that 50 wake 
operation is far more life consumtng than the rest of the 
cases investigated. 

10 .................................................................................................. . 
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Figure 10: Comparison of l Hz equivalent load. 
Amplitude increase as percentage of 
undisturbed operation at Alsvik. 

Provided that the normalization method introduced in 
this comparison is relevant, it can be stated that a 
turbine in simple terrain wake operation «70) will 
experience (for the conditions studied) a significantly 
higher fatigue damage than a sim ilar turbine located in 
complex terrain, which in turn is subjected to higher 
fatigue damage than the one operating in undisturbed 
flow on flat terrains. 

Effects of Wind farm Operatjon on Wind Turbjne 
Fatigue Loads 

i An attempt to qualitatively compare the effects of wind 
farm operation on the fatigue loads of the two turbine 
concepts found in Hamswehrum (variable speed, pitch 
control) and in Alsvik (fixed speed, stall controI) was 
initialized in the framework of this project. For this 
purpose recordings of meteorological data plus 
information concerning the geometry of the 
Hamswehrum wind farm, were used together with 
statistical load data from measurements at the Alsvik 
wind farm. The minimum and maximum values plus 
standard deviation of the flapwise blade root bending 
moments measured at AIsvIk were selected from a 
database, and were used to simulate the 10 minute 
average wind speeds and wake conditions (50, 70 or 
90) at Hamswehrum. By means of FFA's 9-c'ycle-model 
(3) they were expanded into semi-empuical load 
sequences which in tum were RainfJow counted and 
accumulated for a given period of time. 
Following this approach, fatigue load spectra have been 
established for the stall controlled, fixed speed 
Alsvik-type turbine, for its simulated operation in 
HamswehlVm during September '93. This month was 
chosen for its moderate wind speeds so as to avoid 
facing problems of stall or pitch controI operation. Thus 
the comparison is reduced to the rotationai speed 
parameter, ie fixed or variable speed operation. In the 
selected time period turbine #3 experienced some 40% 
(50 condition: 27%) and turbine #7 some 18% '(50 
condition: 6%) of in wake operation. Figure 12 and 
Figure Il show the measured flapwise load spectra for 
the variable speed machines and the semi-empirical 
tlapwisc load spectra for the }}~~d._sJ.?~e_d m_ach~nes~ __ ~ 
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F1gure 11: Simulated load spectra for the Alsvik wind 
turbines for their operation at 
Hamswehrum. 
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F1gure 12: Measured load spectra on the Hamswebrum 
wind turbines. 

Com~arison of Wake Operation Influence on the Two 
Turbme Conce.pts. Before actually comparing the load 
spectra it must be pointed out that the,Y represent the 
loads that have been acting on the turbmes during one 
month only. In other words, if the minimum number of 
cycles for relevant fatigue loading during the 20 years 
service life of a turbine is defined by 10' the 
corresponding number of cycles within an one month 
period is about 50. This defines the lower end of the 
frequency range to be considered. Since the 
9-cycle-model produces somewhat lower numbers of 
load cycles the part of the spectrum with frequencies 
higher than IOS should not be considered. The amplitude 
or range of the load cycles has been normalized for both 
machine concepts according to the above mentioned 
method. At this point it must be mentioned that for the 
Enercon 33 machines the flap moments at 20% and 80% 
rated {>ower were determined by calculations. However, 
since JO this range of operation no power controi action 
and no stall effects are anticipated the computed va lues 
may be regarded as reliable. 
In general both turbine concepts show an almost linear 
decrease in normalized load amplitude with increasing 
number~_<?_f_5=ycles in the Iin.-Iog. plot. However, in 
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case of the fixed speed, stall controI (FSSC-) concept 
there is a noticeable increase in the magnitude of the 
slope giving a convex shape to the load spectrum. 
Looking at the spectrum for the variable speed, pitch 
controI (VSPC-) concept this characteristic is reversed 
leading to, a slightl'y concave curve. A possible 
explanation is that variable speed operation reduces ilap 
load amplitudes via increase of rotor speed and thus the 
corresponding load cycles are transferred from higher 
ranges to lower ranges compared to the FSSC-concept. 
Although this is a rather crude approach to the 
comparison of the two concepts and no detailed 
quantitative statements could be made, it must be 
pointed out that the VSPC-concept seems to feel 
considerably lower numbers of cycles (2 orders of 
magnitude) for equal normalized load cycle ranges. 
Comparing the influence of in wake operation on the 
fatigue load spectrum for both concepts a clear increase 
in the number of cyc1es for the respective load cycle 
amplitudes can be stated. In case of the FSSC-concept 
this increase can be described as a constant factor of 2.7 
between cycles 10 and 105

• For the VSPC-concept the 
factor of increase is not as constant as for the 
FSSC-concept but remains stable at a value of 1.7 in the 
region between 100 and 104 load cycles. Assuming a 
linear Palmgren-Miner approach to fatigue life 
calculation, increase of the load cycle frequencies by a 
constant factor of 2.7 throughout the whole spectrum is 
equivalent to reduction of the expected life time by 
some 60%. In the ca se of the VSPC-concept the 
reduction would still be some 40%. Of course this 
constant factor increase does not hold true for the 
complete spectrum, however, for both concepts it -
apphes to the above identified middle part of the 
spectrum where most of th.e_d~m_ag~ !~ ~cc~f!1u!at~d: _____ _ 

CONCLUSIONS 

The presented preliminary results show clearly that the; 
suggested method of fatigue load monitoring via on-line 
rainflow counting is a valid approach to the problem of 
determiniog the characteristlcs of fatigue loading 00 
different wind turbine concepts and varying site I 

conditions. The monitored data were proven reliable and 
statistically meaningful due to the prolonged period of 
continuous observation compared to short time series 
measurement campaigns. Undoubtedly the method can 
still be subjected to refinement. 
Pirst qualitative results have been obtained with respect 
to the effects of complex terrain and wind farm 
operation: 
For the conditions studied, fatigue loading on the blade 
root, of a fixed speed stall controlled wind turbine 
operating in a windfarm turns out to be more severe 
than single turbine operation in complex terrain, which 
though experiences remarkably hi~her fatigue loading 
compared to the single wind turbme operating in flat 
terrain. However, it must be pointed out that the results 
obtained depend strongJy on the material's fatigue 
properties. Additionally, the severity of fatigue loading 
10 stall operation has been explicitly shown. 
Simulation of fixed speed, stall controlled turbine 
operation in the windfarm of Hamswehrum, indicates 
that the wake effects on the fatigue loading on this type 
of turbine boncept can be expected to be stronger than, 
those on the fatigue Joading of a wind turbine with 
variable speed, pitch controI concept. This conclusion is 
valid given that no stall or pitching actions occur. 
These results are preliminary and thus they must be 
confirmed through further investigations on the recorded 
~~~~:_!he conc)usions should a)so be.ye!ified through 

application of the method to other sites and operating 
conditions. Additional measurements are requ i red , 
which wiIl contribute to the efforts of establishing load 
spectra for wind turbine design. 
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11.Ö INTRODUCnON 

I 
rrbe work carried out for the Joule I project ''Dynamic 
loads in wind farms" [1] resulted in a mucb improved 
lmderstanding of the behaviour of machines operating in' 
iwind farms. Data eollccted at Sexbierum in The, 
~etherlands and Norrekaer Enge in Denmark was used to; 
jValidate computational tools capable of predicting the i 
!properties of the flow within a simple terrain wind farm I 
land the loading eneountered by the machines. The Joule 
~I project described in this paper aims to build on the 
tork carried out under Joule I with the following specific 
I bjectives: 

/Development of draft design guidelines for wind 
rbines in simple terrain wind farms. 

tandards are now assuming great importance in the 
ind energy industry. To date none of these standards 
irectly address the particular loading experienced in a 
ind fann. The vast majority of the wind turbines 

. nstalled in the EU will be in wind fanns and therefore 
. s omission is very import.mt. The draft design 
idelines developed in this project will be presented in a 

orm which could later be the basis of a design standard. 

vestigation of the behaviour of wind turbines in 
dulating and complex terrain wind farms. 
uch of the wind resource in the EU is to be found in 

of complex temUn. Consequently the influence of 
rrain complexity on wake development and machihe 
rfoIlDance and loading is potentially very important 

osion of simple terrain design guidelines to 
omplex terrain. 
sing the knowledge gained from the studies of machine 
baviour in complex terrain wind farms. the simple 
rrain draft guidelines will. if possible. be extended to 

orm a general set of guidelines for the design loads in 
indfanns. 

e organisations involved in the project are : 

• Garrad Hassan (UK). project coordinator 
- ECN (The Netherlands) 
- KEMA (The Netherlands) 

I- FFA (Sweden) 
- CRES (Greece) 

FFA (S) CRES(H) 

! Funding for the projcct is being provided by the 'IfuWith 
! Garrad Hassan participation also funded by the UK 
: Department of Trade and Industry. 

12.0 SOUR~OFMEASUREDDATA 
i 

" 

In attempting to fOIlDulate design guidelines for ~d 
turbines the analysis of high quality wind and maehine 

Imeasurements from real wind farms is essential. This 
jproject is making extensive use of measurements from 
,four European wind farms. covering a wide variety of 
I turbine and site charaeteristics. 

I 
I 

Measurements are being used from the following wind 
farms sited in simple terrain : 

jSexbierum (NL) : 18 Holec 300 kW maehines with three 
jblades. variable speed. variable piteh. Sited in flat terrain. 
14 km from the coast. The site layout enables investigation 
lof double wake wind conditions and machine loading . 
1 
IAlsvik (S) : 4 Danwin 180 kW machines with three 
jblades. flxed speed. flxed piteh. Sited in flat terrain at the 
Icoast The Iarge body of high quaIity data already 
collected enables a detailed description of the machine 
fatigue loading to be built up. The site layout enables 
investigatioD of the importance of partial wake 
immersion. 

1 , 

Measurement programmes at the following compIex 
terrain wind farms are being funded by this project : 

ITaff Ely (UK) : 20 Nordtank 450 kW maebines with 
three blades. fned speed, fned piteb. Sited in seoii
Icomplex. undulating terrain. An interesting feature is the 
;close spacing between machines in tbe cross wind 
idirection. 

:Andros (H) : 7 Vestas 225 kW maehines with three 
blades. flXed speed. variable piteh. Sited in eompIex 
terrain. 2.5 km from the coast Sonic anemometry 
measurements over this site have demonstrated a very 
higb turbulenee intensity and gust wind speeds [2] and 
there is also a strong possibility of flow separation whieh 
adds more complexity to the machine loading: 
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.m addition tO-tIierun-iC:äle nieasurements;""oatä-colleete(fl 
from a very comprehensive wind tunnel investigation 
carried out by Garrad Hassan for the UK Department of 
Energy [3] is available to the project 

3.0 COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS 

Although the main emphasis of the work is on tbe 
interpretation of measurements from full scale wind 
farms, the project is also making extensive use of the 
powerful computational tools available to the project 
partners. The aims of this are two fold :- to aid the 
understanding of the full scale measurements, and to 
further validate and develop the computational tooIs. 

available it is difficult to draw any finn conclusioDS. -The 
major findings are as follows : 

• The differences between single and double wake wind 
conditions are cbaracterised more by the differences in 
wind speed profile. The turbulence intensity is 
virtually uncbanged from the single wake value. 

• The turbulence structure in tbe double wake appears to 
be very similar to that in the single wake. with the von 
Kannan spectrum still providing a reasonable 
representation of the frequency content 

• Blade fatigue loading in tbe double wake is increased 
marginally from the single wake value. An increase of 
around 2% in the 1Hz equivalent blade fatigue load 
has been found. 

• Prediction of double wake wind conditions has proved 
There are two elements to the calculation of wind farm to be more problematic than prediction of single wake 
loading. Firstly the computation of wake and terrain conditions. 
effects on the wind conditions at the turbine and secondly • The analytical 100ls developed by Garrad Hassan and 
the computation of the response of the wind turbine to ECN are able to predict 1Hz equivalent fatigue loads 
this loading. Garrad Hassan use an in-house, proprietory in double wakes well, to within around 10% of the 
code named EVFARM for the wind condition measured value. It is believed that the discrepancies 
computations whilst ECN use the UPMW AKE code are predominantly due to the errors in the computation 
developed by Crespo [4] at the Universidad Politecnica of wind conditions in the double wake situation. 
de Madrid. EVFARM is based on the eddy-viscosity . 
method of Ainslie [5], whereas UPMW AKE uses the K-e _ _ _ It IS clear that a great deal more reliable double wake 
approach. For the wind turbine response calculations measurements are needed before a full understanding of 
Garrad Hassan and ECN both use weIl validated, in- the wind conditions and machine loads can be gained. 
house, load prediction codes - BLADED and PHATAS - - -
respectively. 

Use of these tools enables a prediction to made of the 
energy produced and fatigue damage accumulated by 
any machine within a wind farm over a given period and 
for a given set of ambient wind conditions. These results 
are useful to both wind turbine manufacturers and wind 
farm developers. This type of calculation was performed 
for the Sexbierum wind fann in [l] and it is hoped that 
the developments through this project will enable a more 
thorough treatment of partial wake, multiple wake and 
terrain effects. 

4.0 

4.1 

ANALYSIS AND MODELLING OF SIMPLE 
TERRAIN MEASUREMENTS 

Sexbienun 

The analysis and modelling of the measurements from 

__ 4.2 Alsvik 

FFA have condueted an extensive meteorological and 
machine load monitoring programme for the entire 
operational period of the wind farm. This has yielded a 
very high quality. weIl documented data base of 
measurements ideal for this type of study. The 
measurements selected for this project fall into four 
categories : 

Summary data - one minute statistics of meteorological 
and macbine loading data compiled from the whole of tbe 
Alsvik data base. This data is intended to improve the 
understanding of wake development and help validate the 
wind farm predictive toois. The data has been proccessed 
to show tbe variation of wake wind conditioDS and 
machine behaviour as a function of tbe ambient wind 
speed and direction. This enables wake effects to be 
easily visualised as shown in Figure 1. 

tbe Sexbierum wind farm is aimed at gaining a better Analysis of Figure 1 reveals an interesting feature - the 
understanding of the wind conditions and machine velocity ratio (wake wind speed I free stream wind speed) 
loading associated with double wakes. It is unfortunate is larger at low wind speed tban at high wind speed. This 
that due to circumstances outside the influence of this behaviour is more evident when the velocity ratio is 
project, oo1y a limited amount of r:liable double. wake plotted for the 5D wake direction at varying wind speeds 
d~ta has been co~ected. Th~ analysIs. ~d m~delllDg of ___ as in Figure 2. This is a puzzling trend, since as the wind 
this data has provlded some unp?~t lDSlght mto double speed increases the axial flow induction factor (a) and 
wakes, but because of the limlted amount of data rotor thrust coefficient (et) decrease. From simple 
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momentum considerations this should cause an increase; 
in the velocity ratio. In Figure 2, this behaviour is seen at 
wind speeds greater than about 8 mls. Furthermore from 
aerodynamie calculations of the rotor performance, this 
wind speed corresponds to a value of a = 0.4. It is a 
widely held view that for Q > 0.4 the rotor operates in the. 
"turbulent wake state" with the wake dominated by very . 
large vortex rings and so it is reasonable to postulate that 
the unexpected velocity ratio behaviour is related to 
operation at large values of Q. CIoser inspection of Figure 
l shows that, at the lower wind speeds, the wake is much 
broader and less well deflned. This broadening and 
shallowing of the measured wake proflle would result if 
the measurement point were to drift in and out of the 
wake influence, as happens when the wake "meanders" 
due to wind direction variations. Il is now reasonable to 
poswlate that the large vortex structures present in the 
wake of a rotor operating at large values of a may cause 
very large scale meandering of the wake. This behaviour 
leads to time averaged measurements of the wake wind 
speed to sample this meandering and hence produce a 
misleading representation of the wake proflle. Further 
analysis of the Alsvik database is being performed to try 
to confirm this postulation. 

cases, and for development and validation of the Wind 
farm predictive toois. Figure 6 demonstrates why partial 
wake immersion may cause increased fatigue damage -
the standard deviation of the blade loading shows a 
marked cbange as the walce profile passes over tbe rotor 
disc. Garrad Hassan and ECN have developed 
computational models of the Danwin 180 kW turbine and 
validated tbero against free stream campaign data. Figure 
7 shows the measured and predicted flapwise bending 
moment auto-spectral density for a below rated load case. 
It is c1ear that botb BLADED and PRATAS are capable 
of accurately predicting tbe frequency response and 
fatigue loading of the macbine. The next phase of 
modelling is attePlpting to model campaigns where tbe 
instrumented turbine is fully and partially immersed in 
the wake. 

5.0 ANAL YSIS AND MODELLING OF 
COMPLEX TERRAlN MEASUREMENTS 

5.1 Taft' Ely 

Garrad Hassan and ECN are using EVFARM and The Taff Ely wind farm in Wales has been operational 
UPMW AKE respectively to predict the wake wind - - - for just over one year. ODe macbine has been fully 
conditions and machine response characteristics. Figures instrumented by Garrad Hassan and tbe data acquisition 
3 and 4 present some preliminary results. The agreement - - - system will be instalied in the very near future. The 
is clearly very good with the major discrepancies analysis and modelling of tbe measurements will be 
occuring at the low wind speeds where the uncertainties carrled out by Garrad Hassan and will follow a 
described above are present. The quality of the - - - programme of work very similar to that for the Alsvik 
predictions of the wake turbulence profile, Figure 3, is measurements. The terrain effects will be accounted for 
particularly encouraging. by building up a detailed description of the wind flQw 

Load spectra - rain flow cycle distributions of blade 
loads binned on ambient wind speed, turbulence intensity 
and wind direction. This data is intended to illustrate the 
relative importance of different loading regimes and also 
provide information for validation of the wind farm 
predictive toois. The cyc1e distributions have been 
produced using the regenerative method of Poppen and 
Dablberg [6]. Figure 5 shows some preliminary results 
from the analysis of this data. The blade flapwise lP 
equivalent fatigue loads for a range of wind speeds and 
wake conditions are presented. The influence of the 
wakes is clearly visible. An S-N curve slope of 8 has 
been assumed. 

Wind campaigns - wind speed and direction campaign; 
data at flve heights on two masts. This data is being used 
to further investigate the structure of free stream and' 
wake turbulence within a wind farm. The results will be 
compared with the similar srudy performed in [1]. 

over the site by analysis of the wind measurements and 
use of the wind flow predictive codes W AsP and 
MS3DJH. 

Comparison with tbe results from the simple terrain wind 
farms will aim to show how the terrain influences wake 
development, free stream and wake turbulence structure. 
maehine performance and machine fatigue loading. 

5.2 Andros 

The Andros wind farm has been operational for just over 
one year. One of tbe seven Vestas machlnes has been 

-equipped by CRES with a data acquisition system and 
instrumentation for tbe measurement of machine 
performance. Due to a lightning strike in late 1993, tbe 
measurement programme slipped considerably but is now 
weIl underway. Botb Garrad Hassan and CRES will 
analyse the measured data and Garrad Hassan will also 
attempt to model the wind conditions and machlne 

Machine loading campaigns - machine loading _ _ _ ·loading. Due to the very severe terrain and real 
performance and campaign data. This data is intended to possibiIity of flow separation, this work offers 
be used to improve the understanding of machine loading considerable challenge. As with the Alsvik 
within wakes, with particular emphasis on partial wake measurements, the data falls into four main categories : 
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'sUinmary . data=-äSWith theAiSvik meäsulementS' ibis 
data is being processed to show how wind conditions and 
machine behaviour vary with wind speed and direction. 
Comparison of these results with the Alsvik 
measurements will provide some indication of how 
important wake effects are in complex terrain wind 
farms. A preliminary comparison is shown in Figure 8 
where wake velocity ratios for similar conditions in the 
two wind farms are plotted. This type of comparison 
should be treated with caution, however it does suggest 
that the wake profiles in the Andros wind farm are likely 
to be much less pronounced than those found in the 
Alsvik wind farm. 

Load spectra - the data collection strategy adopted by 
CRES allows macbine loading time series data to be 
stored continuously over the entire collection period, 
with the exception of limited periods required for the 
transfer of data. This will lead to a very comprehensive 
and weIl documented data base of measurements. 
Rainflow cycle distributions of blade loads are being 
computed and binned on ambient wind speed and 
direction with very small bin widths. This enables a very . 
accurate description to be built up of how fatigue damage 
varies with ambient conditions. Combination of this 
information with the site wind rose will yield an accurate 
statement of the fatigue damage accumulated over a - - -

7.0 CONCLUSlONS " 

The project team have continued to build up an in depth' 
understanding of the conditions and loads experienced by: 
macbines in simple terrain wind farms. Completion of thel 
analysis of the Sexbierum and Alsvik measurements will 
give a sound basis upon wbich to start developing design 
guidelines for macbine loading in simple terrain wind 
farms. 

Analysis of the measured data from the two complex 
terrain wind farms will commence very shortly. The 
quaIity and depth of the measurements promises to allow 
a great deal to be leamt about complex terrain wind fann 
loading and the issues associated with its modelling. This 
work will consequently allow foundations to be layed for 
complex terrain design guidelines. 
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-
Figure 5 - lP equivalent fatigue loads for various 

conditions at the Alsvik wind fann. 
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Appendix G 
A COMPARISON BETWEEN ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS FOR VARIABLE SPEED OPERATION OF WIND TURBINES 

O. Carlson A. Grauers J. Svensson 

Chalmers University of Technology, SWEDEN 

ABSTRACT 

The aim of this paper is to compare variable speed 
electrlcal systems for a wide speed range. Synchronous as 
weIl as induction generators are investigated. Line
commutated thyristor converters are compared with 
force-commutated transistor converters. The system 
characteristics are investigated regarding power quality, 
capability of damping resonance, losses and price. The 
rated power of the investigated systems is 400 kW. 

The investigation shows clearly that the synchronous 
generator with a diode rectifier is the best choice of 
generator systems. The force-commutated IGBT 
converter is the preferable inverter. 

INIRODUCTION 

During the last decade research ers and wind turbine 
manufacturers have been working on electrical systems 
for variable speed wind turbines. The well-known 
advantages of wind turbines with variable speed are 
reduction of noise, optimal Cp-A. operation, a weIl 
con troll ed torque in the drive train and thereby the 
possibility to damp resonance and avoid speeds causing 
resonance. 

Several different electrical systems have been developed 
both for a broad and a narrow speed range. For the narrow 
speed range rotor cascades of the induction generator are 
the most common. The German wind turbine, Growian, 
and the US. Mod 5B have a cycloconverter connected to 
the rotor. The Spanish A WEC-60 has a Kramer cascade. 
This type of cascade has als o been investigated by 
Hylander (1). 

For the wide speed range the synchronous generator with a 
rectifier and a thyristor inverter is the most common 
system. In the Netherlands, a wind farm with this system 
was erected in the mid eighties. Several German machines 
are also equipped with this kind of system. 

Another interesting system is the induction generator with 
force-commutated transistor converters. This system has 
been developed for wind turbin e operation, by US 
Windpower, and today it is in production for a "rated power . 
of300 kW. 

Earlier, it has orten been said that the losses in the 
frequency converter of a variable-speed system are a 
drawback. Grauers (2) has, however, shown that the total 
energy losses do not have to increase because of the 
frequency converter. The generator and gear losses can be 
reduced when the converter is used, and this reduction is 
large enough to compensate for the losses in an efficient 
converter . This means that the total energy losses of a 
variable-speed generator system can be as low as those of 
a constant-speed system. 

Å. Larsson 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 

The different parts of an electrical generating system for 
variable speed operation are described, evaluated and 
compared to select the optimal system, see also Svensson 
et al. (3). The aim of the investigation is to find the best 
commercially available 400 kW variable speed system for 
a wide speed range. In this article only the two most 
interesting generators, rectifiers and inverters are 
presented. 

The choice of electrical system can be divided into two 
almost independent choices. The generator and rectifier 
must be chosen as a combination and the inverter can be 
chosen almost independently of the generator and rectifier 
used. 

Generators 

The usual generator in wind turbines is the induction 
generator. In a few wind turbines the brushless 
synchronous generator has been used. 

The advantages of the induction generator are mechanical 
simplicity, robustness and c10sed cooling <IP54). The major 
disadvantage is that the stator needs reactive magnetizing 
current, preferably from the rectifier. 

The synchronous generator is mechanically more 
complicated than the induction generator. It has more 
parts and it is normally cooled with ambient air internally 
<IP23). The onlv dear advantage it has, compared with the 
induction generator, is that it can be directly connected to 
the simple diode rectifier. 

Rectifiers 

The diode rectifier is a good rectifier alternative because 
ofUs simplicity, low cost and low losses. But it generates 
non sinusoidal generator currents and can not controi 
the generator voltage or current. Therefore, it must be 
used with a generator that can controi the voltage and 
the inverter must controi the current. The non 
sinusoidal generator current increases the generator 
losses a little and decreases the rating of the generator 
by about 5%. Also the commutation of the diodes is a 
cause for derating, because it leads to a voltage drop of 
about 5 to 10%. However, the stator of the syncbronous 
generator does not need a higher apparent power rating 
than the stator of an induction generator for the same 
active power. With a diode rectifier the motor start of the 
turbine must be performed by a separate start equipment 
if necessary. 

A force-commutated rectifier is an other alternative. It 
can be made wi th different types of power electronic 
switches, but it has been found that the insulated gate 
bipolar transistor, IGBT, will be the best choice in the 
near future. A force-commutated rectifier can controi 
both the generator voltage and the generator current. 
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The disadvantages of the force-commutated rectifier 
compared with the diode rectifier, are the high price and 
the high losses. 

The two main alternative combinations of a generator 
and rectifier are shown in Figure 1. 

Inverter and grjd filter 

Two types of inverters are compared, line commutated 
inverter and force commutated voltage stiff inverter. The 
two types of inverters need different line filters. 

Line commutated inyerter. Another name of the line 
commutated inveTter is thyristor inveTter and it needs 
connection to the grid to opera te. The thyristor inverter 
can be seen in Figure 2. The current on the grid side is 
proportional to the current on the DC-side of the inverter 
but the power factor varies with the DC-side voltage. The 
power faetor is equal to or less than 0.9 for a line 
commutated inverter. It means that the thyristor inverter 
consumes reactive power. The line commutated inverter is 
weil known and it is a mature product. This makes the cost 
of the inveTter stable and it will not be dramatically 
reduced in the future. Thyristor valves can be overloaded 
without any damages. The line commutated inverter is 
available up to 5 MW. To protect the line commutated 
inveTter, when the grid voltage disappears, a special break 
circuit needs to be installed. The line commutated inverter 
controi has a maximum dead time of 3.3 ms and the 
bandwidth is approximately 20 Hz. 

Brushless 
synchronous 

generator 

DC inductor 

Diode 
rectifier 

IGBT rectifier 

DC 
capacitor 

Figure l. The two main generator and rectifier 
alternatiues. 

Grid filter to line commutated invertera. The line 
commutated inveTter produces not only fundamental 
current but also harmonic current that tums to voltage 
harmonies on the grid. By using grid filter the harmonic 
voltage can be minimized. The line commutated inveTter 
produces harmonic current with low frequency con tent. 
Low frequency harmonie contains more energy than the 
harmonie of high frequency. To eliminate the low frequency 
harmonics large grid filter must be used. To eliminate all 
harmonics is not realistic because then a huge filter is 
required. Onen it is enough to eliminate the harmonie of the 
fifth and seventh orders. One side-effect when using a grid 
filter is that the filter produces reactive power. This 
increases the power faetor for the whole inverter system. 

Force commutated inverter. By force commutate means 
that the converter freely can choose when to tum on and 
when to tum off its valves. This means that the force • 
commutated inverter can create its own three-phase 
voltage system and if the inverter is connected to the grid, 
the inveTter can freely choose which power factor to use 
and in which direction the power should flow. Of ten the 
power factor is chosen as high aS possible. By the use of 
pulse width modulation technique (PWM) the low frequency 
harmonics will be eliminated and the flI'st harmonics have • 
their frequency around the switching frequency of the 
inverter. Usually the switching frequency is about 5 to 10 
kHz when insulated gate bipolar transistors (lGBT) are 
used. For older components, for instance gate tum off 
(GTO) thyristors, the maximum switching frequeney is 
about one kHz. 

Line commutated inverter 

+ 
DC-link 
voltage 

Thyristor valve 

Line filter 

Force commutated inverter 

IGBTvalve 

Line 
Transformer 

Figure 2. Schematic figures of a line commutated 
inverter and a force commutated inuerter. 

• 
• 
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The advantage of the GTO thyristor is that it can handle 
more power than the IGBT. The disadvantages ofthe GTO 
inverter is that the inverter needs more complicated 
circuits to controi its valves and that it has lower 
efficiency. Manufacturers choose IGBT instead of GTO if 
the power is possible to handle with IGBT valves. The 
evolution of IGBT goes on fast. The power rates are 
increasing very fast and the prices are falling. The 
component ratings have been doubled every second year. 
Now the manufacturers offer IGBT components which 
make it possible to handle 600 kVA with a single six-pulse 
inverter. In a near future the development of the IGBT will 
make it possible to use a single six-pulse inverter with 
IGBT and PWM to handle power in the MVA range. In 
Figure 2 the force commutated inverter is shown. 

The controI capacity depends on which sort of controI the 
inverter is equipped with. The fastest controi method is the 
vector controi and the bandwidth is approximately 100 Hz. 
Of course faster controller can be installed to eliminate 
current harmonics on the grid, but the disadvantage is that 
the cost increases with higher inverter bandwidth. 

Grid filter to force cOlnmutated inverters. The voltage stiff 
force commutated inverter needs an inductance between 
the inverter and the grid in order to operate. The harmonics 
of low frequencies are canceIled by using the PWM 
technique. A smaller grid filter can be used to eliminate the 
high order harmonics. This makes the grid filter small er 
than the grid filters for line commutated inverters. 

POWER QUALlTY 

Definition 

Perfect power quality means that the voltage is continuous 
and virtually purely sinusoidal, with a constant amplitude 
and frequency. In practice, it is physically impossible to 
maintain perfect "stability" of the voltage and its 
frequency at the user's terminal. 
The quality of the power which depends on the interaction 
between grid and source can be expressed in terms of the 
physical characteristics and properties of the electricity. lt 
is most onen described by: 

Voltage stability 
Frequency stability 
Phase balance 
Electromagnetic interference effects 
Telephone interference factors 

The electromagnetic interference effects and the telephone 
interference factors will not be discussed in this paper. The 
frequency of Iarger power systems is normally very stable 
and it is hence no problem. When the penetration of wind 
power plants increases, the fluctuating output from these 
may cause an unstable frequency. But, that would demand 
a large amount of wind turbines and we are for the moment" 
far from that level. Moreover, under normal conditions 
when only three-phase loads are connected to the grid 
there. would be no phase unhalance. Consequently, the 
most Jmportant among the mentioned characteristics and 
properties above, especially when converters are used is 
the voltage stability. ' 

It is obvious that bad power quality from a wind turbine 
will affect the grid, but it is worth pointing out that the 
reversed case is also valid. In other words, bad power 
quality on the grid will afl'ect the wind turbine. 

Relevant standards ofyoltage stability 

Definitions and information regarding the characteristics of 
the irregularities are normally given in national or 
international standards. The present standards in Europe 
are, however, not easy to use. For example, only the 
maximum allowed voltage distortion in the network is 
stated. There are no specifications regarding the level of 
the highest allowed harmonic current from a single source. 

The voltage harmonics follow Ohm's law: 

LIn =lnZn (1) 

where rLn is the harmonic phase voltage, l.n is the 
harmonic current and Zn is the phase impedance of the 
grid for harmonic number n. The harmonic current 
generated from a converter is easy to predict, but to 
determine the exact value of the impedance of the grid is 
both difficult and time-consuming, especially since the 
impedance has different values for each harmonic. As a 
consequence, the voltage harmonics are very hard to 
p~edict. 

Voltage stability can be subdivided into slow voltage 
variations. rapid voltage fluctuations (flicker), harmonie 
voltage distortion and voltage dips. These voltage 
irregularities will be discussed in detail, moreover, Table 1 
shows a short summary of the different voltage 
irregularities together with a specification of the Swedish 
standard SS 42118 11. In the same table there are some 
different reasons for these irregularities listed, and the way 
they will cause disturbances. 

Slow yoltage variations Slow voltage variations can he 
defined as changes in the RMS value of the voltage 
occurring in a time span of minutes or more. National 
standards of ten state allowable variations in nominal 
voltage over an extended period, for instance 24 hours. 
IEC Publication 38 recommends 230/400 V to be the 
standard voltage for 50 Hz systems. Under these 
conditions the voltage at the user's terminal must not 
differ more than ± 10% from the normal voltage. 

FIicker. Due to the historical association with effects on 
lighting, rapid voltage fluctuations have come to be 
commonly termed voltage flicker. Rapid voltage 
fluctuations or flicker are a series of changes with intervals 
shorter than approximately one minute, and they are 
defined in IEC Publication 555-3. Maximum pennitted 
voltage changes as a function of the possible fluctllation 
rate are given in this standard. 

Harmonic volta ge distortions Harmonie volta ge 
distortions can be caused by the flow ofharmonic CUITents 
in the system. The harmonie distortion can be quantified 
by several different methods. One of the most common 
methods is the total harmonic distortion (THD). An other 
method for quantifying harmonics is individual harmonic 
distortion. The maximum total harmonic distortion allowed, 
according to the Swedish standard SS 421 18 11, is 6%. 
Maximum permitted value of any odd individual component 
is 4%. 

Voltage dips Volta ge dips are sudden reductions of the 
supply voltage with a magnitude between 10% and 100% 
of the supply voltage followed by a voltage recover alter a 
short period. The duration of a voltage dip is conventionally 
between 10 ms and 1 minute. 
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Power quaIitv applied on wind twbjnes 

When it comes to power quality from wind turbines only 
some speei.fie voltage iriegularities are of interest. 

A conventional wind turbine, equipped with an induction 
generator connected direetly to the grid, gives a fluctuating 
active power output and has a reaetive power demand. 
This may lead to slow voltage variations. The design 
criteria for the loeal grid is bas ed on the slow voltage 
variation standard. 

Voltage llicker may be ofinterest only when wind turbines 
are eonnected to a weak grid. 

As mentioned earHer, inverters do inject harmonic currents 
into the grid and will, due to the grid impedance, cause 
hannonie voltages. As a result, voltage harmonies are the 
most interesting type of irregularity when converters are 
used. 

A simple converter may, due to current harmoni c content 
and reaetive power demand, make the power quality worse. 
Using an advanced converter makes it possible to eontroi 
the reactive power. An advanced eonverter can also 
operate as an active filter, Akagi (4). These two 
characteristics make it possible to even improve the power 
quality at the point of common connection. 

Table 1. Voltage irregularities on low voltage systems 
according to the Swedish standard SS 421 1811. 

Voltage Specification Reason Causes 

Slow voltage +6% Load 
variation -10 % variations 

Sudden "Flicker Switching Flicker 
changes in curve " loads 
the nns of Computer 
the voltage Utility system 

switching crashes 

Vol tage Motor 
fluctuation starting 

Harmonics OddS4% Non-linear Additional 
loads losses in 

Even S 1 % generators 
Motor speed and 

THDS6% controllers transformers 
(n=2-40) 

Inverters Increasing 
currentin 
capacitors 

Inter :;;3% Frequency Unstable 
harmonies converters operation of 

sensitive 
electronic 
equipment 

COMPARISON OF SYSTEMS 

In this section the alternative systems are compared 
regarding price, cost of Iosses and performance. The 
comparison of generator and rectifier is summarized in 
Table 2 and the eomparison of inverters is summarized in 
Table 3. The prices and costs are all related to the price of 
a 400 kW induction generator, 14000 ECU, to easily make 
comparisons. 

Component price 

The prices of the difl'erent systems. presented in Tables 2 
and 3, are only the component prices and do not inc1ude 
mounting and enc1osure. It must also be made c1ear that 
the priees are uncertain. The generator prices vary a lot 
depending on who the buyer is. Also the price of the IGBT 
rectifier/inverter is uncertain because today only a few 
manufaeturers have yet developed large IGBT converters. 
Therefore, the price of the 1GB T inverter can be assumed 
to be redueed in the future. 

~ 

When comparing the east of the different systems the cost 
of losses must be inc1uded. Losses can be considered as a 
east beeause they reduce the produced energy of a wind 
turbine and, therefore, reduce the income. 

An easy way to estimate the minimum eost of the losses is 
to say that if the output energy of the wind turbine system 
is redueed by 1% then the wind turbine will be worth 1% 
less. The priee of a 400 kW wind turbine is today about 
350000 ECU and if the losses reduce the output energy by 
1 % that will represent a cost of 3500 ECU. This 
estimation gives a lower limit to the value of losses. The 
value can be higher if the priee of electricity is high. 

The losses at rated load can not be used to ca1culate the 
cost of losses directly. The total energy losses must instead 
be calculated. The energy Iosses depend on the wind 
conditions at the wind turbine site and on the controi of the 
electrical system (2). 

Invert.er haunonics 

Harmonics are an important part of the total power 
quality. All inverters cause harmonie currents due to their 
worldng principles. The amount of voltage harmonies on 
the grid is determined by how large the short-circuit 
inductance of the grid is. Grid filters are used to eliminate 
harmonics on the grid. As mentioned before line 
commutated inverters produce harmonics of low orders 
(250 and 350 Hz). Force commutated inverters using PWM 
and IGBT produce harmonics of high orders (larger than 
5 kHz). Harmonics ofhigh orders require smaller filter than 
harmonics of low orders and the cost of filter depends on 
the physical size. This makes filter that works with line 
commutated inverters larger and more expensive than the 
filter which works with force commutated inverters. 

• 
• 

• 
• 
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Torgue control 

In the examined wind turbine all important resonance 
frequencies in the drive train are below 5 Hz. The 
bandwidth of the torque controi has, therefore, been 
required to be at least 10 Hz. All the examiDed systems 
fulfil that requirement. A system with IGBT inverter or 
rectifier allows up to 100 Hz bandwidth. The slowest 
system is a synchronous generator with diod e rectifier and 
thyristor inverter. The thyristor inverter controls the 
torque by controlling the dc current. Even that system 
allows a torque controi bandwidth of at least 10 Hz. 

Choice of generator and rectifier 

The cost eomparison of the two generator/reetifier 
alternatives is deal', see Table 2. The synchronous 
generator with diode reetifier has mu ch lower total cost 
than the induetion generator with force-eommutated 
reetifier. The differenee in total eost is large not only 
beeause of the high priee of the foree-eommutated reetifier, 
but also beeause of its high losses. So, even if the price of 
the foree-eommutated rectifier is redueed mueh in the 
future, the synchronous generator with diode reetifier will 
remain the eheapest alternative. A disadvantage of the 
!!ynchronous generator is that there are only a few 
manufaeturers of endosed synehronous generators. 

Table 2. Comparison of total eost and system 
performan.ee of the generator and reetifi,er 
alternatives. 

Synchronous gen. lnduction gen. 
and and 

Diode rectifier IGBT reetifier 

Motor start needs extra possible 
equipment 

Generator cooling normally open normally enclosed 

Generator price 1.2 1.0 

Cost of 
1.9 1.3 generator losses 

Rectifier price 0.1 2.0 

Cost of 0.5 1.3 reelifier losses 

Total cost 3.6 5.6 

There are, however, some advantages of the induction 
generator system. I t can be used for the motor start of the 
turbine. There are also several manufacturers of enclosed 
induetion generators. 

The cost of generator losses is higher than the price ofthe 
generator. This shows that it is not meaningful to compare 
only the price of the alternative generators. It also means 
that it may perhaps be interesting to make a specially 
designed generator that is more expensive than these 
standard generators if the losses csn be reduced enough. 

Choice of inverter 

The comparison of the total eost of the inverter and its 
Iosses dearly shows that the thyristor inverter is the least 
expensive choiee, see Table 3. Even with a substantial 
reduction of the IGBT inverter eost the thyristor 
alternative will be eheaper because the difference in losses 
is not likely to be reduced mueh. However, the increasing 
demands on power quality may make the thyristor inverter 
less attraetive in the long ron. The higher eost of the IGBT 
inverter and its higher losses may very well be aecepted 
beeause of its lower grid disturbance. The IGBT inverter 
can even improve the power quality of the grid. 

Table 3. Comparison of total eost and power quality 
aspects of the inverter alie17lJJ.tives. 

Thyristor mv. IGBT inverter 
and and 

AC filter AC filter 

Harmonie large harmoDies small harmonics 
eurrents low frequeney high frequency 

Power faetor 
not perfectly eontrollable controllable 

Filter 
large small 

tuned filters low pass filters 

Inverter priee 0.8 2.3 

Gost of 0.5 1.1 inverter losses 

Filter priee 0.3 0.2 

Cost of 0.1 0.1 filter losses 

Total cost 1.7 3.6 
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CONCLUSION 

The investigation shows clearly that the synchronous 
generator with a diode rectifier is the best choice of 
generator systems. The main reason is the possibility for 
the synchronous generator to use the diode rectifier with 
low Iosses and low price. 

The inverter choice is the IGBT force-commutated inverter 
due to the low harmonie content and the possibility to 
controi the reactive power. These advantages are 
important due to high power quality demands. For the 
system layout see Figure 3. 

Exciter 

8 
Brushless 

synchronous 
generator 

Diode 
rectifier 

DC inductor 

IGBT 
chopper 
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Figure 3. The proposed system for variable speed wind turbines. Syn.chronous generator and diode recti{ier for low losses and 
low cost. IGBT inverter for high power quality. 
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Appendix H 
Modeling, Identification and Control of a Variable-Speed HAWT 

P. Novak. T. Ekelund 

Chalmers University ojTechnology, SWEDEN 

ABSTRACT 

This paper1 describes modeling and identification of the 
fundamental dynamics in an existing 400 kW HAWT 
(horizontal-axis wind turbine) drive system as well as 
variable-speed controller design and a comparative analy
sis for operation below rated power. Here are included 
several possible controi schemes, both earlier existing 
and non-existing, linear and non-linear, in order to pro
vide a comprehensive comparison between possible alter
natives. 

L lNTRODUCTION 

The use of rotation al-speed variation and controi for wind 
turbines presents possibilities to improve the dynamic 
behavior of the turbine and hereby alleviate stresses and 
prolong the system lifetime. In order to benefit from these 
improvements it is essential to have a dynamic model of 
the drive system, preferably verified by identification 
experiments on the real turbine. 

This paper consists basically of two parts; in the first part 
(Seetions 2 and 3) physieal modeling and system identifi
eation (from on-she measured data) have both been used 
in order to estimate the fundamental drive-system dynam
ies of an existing 400 kW HAWT. A range of methods is 
used (see Novak et al. [1]) to verify the results whieh are 
then compared to the results of an earlier and more com
plex a-priori (i.e. not identification-based) model. 

The second part of the paper (Seetion 4) contains a com
parative srudy (design and performance analysis below 
rated power) of several controi schemes proposed in dif
ferent papers (see Novak [2], Ekelund [3], Leithead [5], 
Ernst [6]). 

Section 5 contains conclusions. 

1. PHYSICAL MODEL 

The physical model to be derived in this seetion will on ly 
include the fundamental dynamies of the drive system, i.e. 
the high-frequency dynamics will be negleeted. Also the 
identified drive-train model will be linear, whereas the 
aerodynamics model will be linearized for the linear-con
troller design, butnon-linear in all simulations.The 
motivations for these simplifieations are: 

l The work bas been sponsored by the Swedish National 
Board for Induslrial and Technical Development (NUTEK). 

• redueed model complexity means higher parameter 
accuracy (see e.g. Ljung [7]) 

• controllers based on simple models are less complex 
and easier to analyze 

• controllers based on low-order models often show 
adequate behavior when implemented on higher 
order systems (see [3]) 

• using linear models means we can use the extensive 
theory of linear systems and linear controller design 

1.1 Drive train 

According to the above we choose to represent the drive 

\... ~--_./ 
"V" 

Drivetrain 

Fig.l. Schematic physical model. AD=turbine aero
dyn., GD=generator dyn., w=wind speed, QA =aero
dyn. torque, QE=generator torque, QR= gen. torque 
reference, CD, CD =angular velocilies. AIso indicated 
are possible fntefactions between model "blocks". 

train as the simplest possible resonant system, depieted in 
Fig.1.; it includes two moments of inertia, representing 
the rurbine and generator, connected by a flexible shaft. 
The corresponding dynamic equations of the drive train 
become2• 3: 

QA-Q=JrIDt Q-QE=JGoog 

Q = Qs + QD = Ksf (ffit -.CDg) dt +BS(CDt - CDg) 

Jr =turbine inenia Q =shajl torque 

J G =generator -" - Qs =spring (pan) -"-

Ks =shaft compliance QD =damper -" - -"
Bs =-"-damping 

(1) 

On both sides of the drive train there will be interactions 
with other parts of the drive system, Le. the aerodynamics 
and generator dynamics, respectively. 

2 SI units are assumed tbroughout the paper unless indicated 
otherwise. 
3 The time argument will be left out if given by context 
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2..2. Aerodynamjcs 

The aerodynamics model is based on the well-known rela
tion between wind speed and aerofynamic torque: 

QA = ~Cq (A) pARw2 A = Rro/w (2) 

p =air densiry R =roror radius 
A =rOlor dise area w =wind speed 

If we linearize this expression we get: 

liQA = a· ~w + y. ~ror (3) 

where ~ denotes deviations from an operating point (O.P.). 
while a and y are panial derivatives calculated in the O.P. 
(- for details see [2]). (Using normalized variables. eq. (3) 
will be further simplified to an expression of only one 
parameter r, see [3). This latter representation have been 
used in the subsequent controi design, Seetion 4). 

The parameter 'Y determiDes the stability of the aerody-

t 
i 
u ... 

),.. I ),. tip ~ rIIIio 

Fig.2. Typical cq(J ... )-eurve. The A-range can be di
vided into !Wo regions: A > Ac being the nonnal re
gion, and A < Ac the stall region (unsrable). 

namics which is explained by Fig.3. Since the sign of y is 

QE 

Fig.3. Block (stare-variable) diagram for the linear
ized physical mode l. QE=gen. torque (re/erenee). 

the same as the sign of the feedback loop, a negative Y will 
yield a stable system and a positive y an unstable system 
(stall). This paper only concerns identification and con
troller design for below-stall operation; for controi design 
in stall operation see e.g. [3). 

U Generator dynamjcs 

Assuming an electric generator of either synchronous or 
induction type equipped with a frequency converter. the 
generator torque will be decoupled from the time-varying 
generator state (speed or position). If. in addition, the gen
erator-electronics dynamics are assumed to be 
considerably faster than the fundamental system dyn am
ics. the entire effect of the generator dynamics can be 
neglected. This will be done in our case. since the turbine 

in question can be assumed to fulfil the above require
ments. Hence. Q E == Q R in the following texL 

ld Drive-system model 

A state-sp~ce model (see e.g. Kailath (8) for a thorough 
treatment lfunfamiliar), derived from Fig.3., results: 

i = Ax+Bu+w1 

x
T = [ID l ID g Q ~ u = Q R wf = [a. w O ~ 

wlt)=wind disturbanee (torque) 
w2(t)=measuremenr noise 

where the matrices A. B. C are given by: 

[(Y_BS)/JT BslJT I/Jj 
A= BslJG -BsIJG l/JG 

. Ks -Ks O 

B
T ='[0 -l/JG ~ c= [O 1 ~ 

(4) 

(5) 

This corresponds to a frequency function from generator 
torque (controi signal) to generator speed (Fig.4.) with a 
slow pole (dr integration if Y equ al s zero) followed by an 

~r-----------~------------~ 

'Ii • .. ..... 

~o· '0' ut 
__ o 

Fig.4. Principal jrequency junction of the physical 
model given by (4). 

anti-resonance (ID 1 == JK si J T) and a resonance e 
(ID2 == J Ks(J.. + ~ \ ) • respectively. 

J T J",) 

3.. IDENJlFICATION 

l.l Experiment description 

Input and output data were generator-torque reference QR 
(assumed identical to the actual generator torque QE) and 
generator speed IDg• respectively, generated in closed-Ioop 

Fig.5. Schematic description of the experiment layout. 
AD=aerodynamics. DT=drive-train dynamies. PI=PI
controller. IDrerspeed serpoint. ux=extra input. 
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operation of the real turbine as indicated in Fig.5. The 
extra input u;r was used to enhance the excitation of data. 
From an initial c1osed-loop step-response analysis (Fig.6.) 

t: :s:=;J 
.2000 O., l 1-' 2. 2,." l 

:~J 
o OJ; l 1.S l 2.1 l 

Fig.6. Closed-loop step response. Top: output ((Og): 
bottom: input (QR)' (Signals are scaled.) 

a suitable PRBS, or telegraph signal, was designed and 
subsequently used during data generation. The clock inter
val (minimum time between signal switches) was 240 
msec and the sampling frequency 20 Hz. 

Using both parametric (black-box and state-space meth
ods, see [1]) and non-parametr1c identification resulted in 
three modeis; the corresponding frequency functions are 
shown in Fig.7. The identified black-box model is a third-

W_50 101 ...-_______ ---__ --, 

SOLID _ ARMAX 

DOT .STATE·SPACE 

Fig.7. Frequency funcrions of identified models. The 
specrra[ analysis esrirnate (SP.A.) is, due to closed-Ioop 
operation, formed by an indirect method (see [1 ]). 

order ARMAX model (see e.g. [7]) showing the same 
structure as the physical model, eq. (4) derived earlier. The 
identified state-space model had abeforehand fixed phys
ical parametrization (in contrast to the black-box model). 
given by the physical model. As can be seen from the fig
ure, all the three curves show the principal shape that was 
anticipated (FigA.). Furthermore. they all show good 
agreement regarding the frequencies of the resonance (17 
radls or 2.7 Hz) and antiresonance (9 radls or 1.4 Hz). The 
somewhat lower agreement for the damping (which is 
however seen to be low for all modeis) is connected to the 
typically higher variance of the corresponding parameter 
estimates. 

From the two parametric models estimates of the physical 
parameters were extracted and are shown, together with ~-

priori-estimates, in Fig.8. The correspondence between 

1.8 r D black box 
1.6 f fJ!lJ state space 
1.4 D a priori 

1.2 

'1-
0.1 

. 0.6 

0.4 

o ........ .J\";:!T""\\:"--'-'!':.J~::!-'· ~..;.;j~H '--'--':KS~a .... [ ---IL- BET~ 0.2 

Fig.8. Comparison between parameter estimates. All 
black-box parameters are normaliled to uniry. 

the two identified-parameter sets is seen to be fairly high 
for inertias and shaft stiffness, whereas the mechanical 
damping and aerod ynamic parameters B s and y differ con
siderably. The latter two estimates are, as was expected, 
subject to a higher uncertainty but are also of a lesser 
importance since the dominating part of the closed-Ioop
system damping will be provided by the controller itself. 

The low agreement between identified parameters on one 
hand and ~-priori values on the other, is notable but not 
unique; it illustrates a common problem when dealing 
with h-priori modeis, of ten of a high complexity, not vali
dated by identification results from the completed design_ 

II Mode! modjficatjoD and aU2mematjoD, 

The first step here is to convert to normalized models, 
variables and parameter; this simplifies the controller 
design and interpretation of results. The state variables 
will be normalized, indicated with top bars, W.T.t. an oper
ating point (O.P.); note that the Il operator that should 
precede the linearized variables will henceforth be omit
ted. 

The second step is to include the wind speed (turbulence) 
as a fourth state, driven by a continuous-time, first-order 
model - with time constant T w -, an approximation of 
standard. more complex models (Kaimal. von Kannan 
see [3]). The time constant is O.P. dependent and given by 
a relation between the turbine-hub height and the mean 
wind speed, see [3]. 

The normalized linear aerodynamic-torque model 
becomes: 

(6) 

where the value of 1 equals -l when operating at optimal 
A., which will be the O.P. value used for controi design. 
This yields the following complete state-space model of 
the drive system: 

y = Cx+w2 

wf = [O O O e (t)J 

(7) 

e(t). wlt)=white noises with specrral densities Rw and 
R2, respectively. 

with the matrices A, B. C as: 
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-(l+bs)/Jr b/Jr l/Jr 3/JI 

A= b/Jg -b/Jg l/Jg O 
k -ks O O (8) s 
O O O -1/TW 

BT = [O -l/Jg O ~ C=[OIOQ] 

Above. all lower case parameters equal the corresponding 
upper case parameters times a factor n = roo/Qo' where 
the O indicates O.P. values. 

~ CONfROL DESIGN AND ANALYS IS 

il Controllers 

The objectives of the controi are to maximize the captured 
energy and minimize the dynamic loads in the drive-train. 
Optimal energy is achieved by keeping the tip-speed ratio 
constant. at the peak of the cpfA.)-curve. Theiefore the tur
bine speed must track the variation of wind speed, which 
demands large torque variations. Hence there is a contra
diction between the two aims and it is necessary to choose 
a suitable compromise. The trade-off mainly depends on 
three things: the flatness of the cp(A.)-curve around its 
maximum, the moment of inertia of the turbine and the 
bandwidth of the wind turbulence, [3]. The two objectives 
are taken into account by minimizing the mathematical 
criterion: 

(9) 

where (l is a positive design parameter that refiects the rel
ative imponance between the two aims. In the first term 
oP is the mean power loss, due to not keeping optimal tip 
speed ratio, and the second term the sum of the torque 
variances of the shaft and generator. This criterion can be 
stated in terms of the state and controi variables as 

J=E{xT·Ql·X+Q2·u2} 

[1 O O-J 
b2 _b2 bs O s s 

Q =(l'€ O 00 O +~. 2 2 
(10) -bs bs -bs O 

l O 00 O 2 
bs -bs 1 O -1 O O l 
O O O O 

Q2 = 1/2 

where the new parameter € is derived from a quadratic 
approximation of the cpfA.)-curve, see [4]. The tirst matrix 
in eq. (9) penalizes the power loss, the second the shaft 
torque and Q2 the generator reaction torque. 

In this paper six different controi schemes are compared. 
In all of the cases it is assumed that the only avaiJable mea
suremem is the generator speed, the controi signal being 
the generator torque. Some of the schemes require know
ledge about additionai variables, e.g. the state vector. In 
these cases a so called stationary Kalman filter, see e.g. 
Anderson and Moore [9). is included in order to estimate 
these variables based on the generator-speed measure-

ment. The schemes are: 

l) LQ: Linear quadratic controller (Fig.9.). This controller 

I Wind 
speed 

Fig.9. The LQG controller. Double arrow = vector. 

is based on astate-space model description, as in eq. (7). 
The controi signal is calculated as the scalar product 
between the state vector x and the gain vector L. The latter 
is derived by solving a Riccati equation, and is the optimal 
solution for linear systems w.r.t. the minimizing, quadratic 
criterion, eq. (8). In our case, the state vector has to be esti
mated, since the generator speed is the only measured 
variable. When a stationary Kalman filter is used as an 
state estimlltor together with an LQ controller they form an 
LQG controller, CG for Gaussian). 

2) LP: proportional (P-) controller with low-pass filter 
(Fig.l0.). Transfer function: 

K 
G2 (s) =-

l +Ts (11) 

where K and T are numerically optimized for the criterion, 
eq. (8). 

3) HPLP: P-controller with non-minimum-phase1 high-

Speed 
rett 

Wind I speed 

Fig.lO. The set-up with controllers LP and HPLP. 

pass and low-pass (or lp) filter (Fig.10.): 

K(l-Tls) 
G3 (s) = ---~ 

(I+T2s)2 
(12) 

where K, TJ and T2 are numerically optimized as in 2). 

4) TS: "Tracking controller, speed" (Fig.l1.). The idea 

Torque 
estim. Kolmon 

filter 

Fig.Il. The non-linear TS controller. 

Wind I speed 

Gen. 
speed 

behind this non-linear scheme was presented in [5]; it is 
based on the observation that keeping optimal tip-speed 
ratio can be refonnulated as a problem in the torque-speed 
plane. The torque is estimated by a Kalman filter and the 
reference speed becomes: 

l a zero in the complex right half-plane. 
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2 .1.3 
opr . ra-Ci) = re! 5 .J'.!.A 

P . 1t . R . max (c ) 
p 

(13) 

Tin the lp filter ofFig.ll. is used as an extra design param
eter. The generator speed is controlled with a simple 
proponional controller to track the speed reference. 
5) TQ: "Tracking controller, torque". It is based on the 

I
I Torgue L-l Kolman 14' 
. estim. ~ filter )4-

Fig.12. The non-linear TQ controller. 

I Wind 
speed 

same idea as the previous scheme, but instead uses a 
lorque reference derived from the measured speed: 

p. 1t. R5 . max(c ) 
Q - p . Ci)2 (14) 

re! - 2.1.3 g 
opr 

Also here an extra design parameter is included via an lp 
. filter. The inner loop still uses a P-controller as in 4). 

6) Ci)2: In this case the generator torque is set directly to the 
right hand side of (13), cf. [6], Le. as in Fig.ll. but without 
the inner loop. This is a simple (one degree-of-freedom) 
special case of the TQ controller with the bandwidth 
directly dependent of the stationary relation, eq. (13). 
The main feature with the non-linear controllers is thus 
that they pro vide a an outer loop 

4.2 Linear controi design and analysis 

For the linear analysis the controllers l) - 3) above have 
been compared by numerical optimization of the criterion, 
calculated from the corresponding Lyapunov equation 
(see [2]). The turbulence intensity was 0.15, mean wind 
speed 10.5 rnJs and the measurement-noise spectral den
sit Y a factor 10-7 times the turbulence-induced 
disturbance, the latter value based on assuming a pulse 
tachometer with 5000 pulsesirev. 

The results in tenns of mean power loss and torque stan
dard deviation (the latter is the square root of the second 
term in eq. (8» are shown in Fig.l3. Here it is seen how 
the controller performances diverge as the parameter ex 
increases, Le. the doser we try tO track optimal A. The 
proper choice of controller, based on the above figure, is 
therefore dependent on how high a torque variation one 
can accept - the higher the value, the stronger the motiva
tion to use a more complex controller. 
Another criterion to take into account is the system robust
ness. The {WO non-minimum-phase controllers show 
rapidly decreasing stability margins for increasing values 
of ex. For the LQG controller this can be improved by using 
a loop-transfer recovery design, which leads to improved 
stability margins on the expense ofpoorer high-frequency 
noise suppression (see [9]). In this case, the implementa
tion method was to add a fictitious disturbance to the 

0.34 . 

iO.33 

~O.32 

~0.31 
.5. 

~ 0.3 

-;;0.2; 

! 
l!:0.28 
.2 

0.27 

DOT. La 
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\ '_H~P 

l 

~ .................... ~ ....... ~ .. . 

0.26';";-~:----;;';_-:--::-:--""7---:~~_~::::::W 
1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 

mean powar loss (normallzed) x 10" 

Fig.13. Calculated perfonnance comparison for the 
three linear controllers. Also shown is the ideal 
noise-free LQ case. The stars/rings represent con· 
trollers designed for different va lues of ex in the cri
terion, eq. (8). 

controi signal during controller design. This method 
proves to work., to some extent, also for the HPLP-control
ler design and has been used for the high-gajn HPLP 
controllers presented in Fig.13. 

The rationale behind controller 3) being non-minimum
phase is that it thereby imitates the LQG controller behav-

! l 
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Fig.14. Wind-speed-step response in control action 
for the three controllers 1) - 3). 

ior as can be seen in Fig.14. The physical interpretation of 
the phenomenon is that, in order to closely follow wind 
variations, the LQG and HPLP controllers initially reduce 
the generator torque; hereby the turbine is allowed to 
accelerate to track the time-variable, optimal rotational 
speed, before the generator torque is allowed to increase to 
its new steady-state value. The simpler LP controller can
nOt give this behavior (see Fig.l4.) which explains ils 
poorer perfonnance for high values of ex (Fig.l3.). 

U Non-1inear controI desj2n and sjmulations 

The original, non-linear system has been simulated using 
each of the six con tro l schemes described in 
Section 4.1 with different sets of controller parameters. 
All simulations used the same realizations of the wind 
speed, measurement- and controi noise; the duration of the 
simulation was 5 minutes. The results are shown in Fig.15. 

The simulation with the LQ controller is carried through 
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Fig.15. Performance comparisonfrom non-linear sim
ulations. 

with feedback of the true state vector (including the wind 
speed), and is therefore an idealization, not achievable in 
reality. It can be regarded as a measure of the physicaJ 
limit for how weIl it is possible to control the plant with 
this realization of the wind speed. In the LQG simulations 
the same controllers have been used, but the state vector 
was estimated in a stationary Kajman filter from the gen
erator-speed measurement.· The reason for the 
deterioration, as compared to the LQ performance, is the 
inaccuracy of the wind-speed estimation; it is based on a 
linearized aerodynamic model whereas the simulated is 
non-linear. Nevertheless, the results show that the LQG 
performance is quite comparable with that of the non-lin
ear controllers which indicates a satisfactory performance 
robusmess. 

The results of the LP and HPLP filters show that for the 
"high-a region" (high power-Ioss penaJty) they are out
performed by the other schemes. Here it is obviously not 
sufficient to use a constant reference speed; the high-a 
performance would doubtlessly be improved if the tip
speed ratio could be used as a reference signal - which is 
actually the case in the LQG scheme - but this would 
require the use of an observer. Another possibility, espe
cially for larger wind-speed variations, is to use a gain
scheduling controller, Le. a linear controller with different 
sets of controi parameters depending on the operating 
point. 

In the lower-a region however, the non-linear anaJysis 
confirms that the two simpler controllers, particularly the 
HPLP, are quite competitive. 

The TS and Te schemes (Fig.Il.) were simulated using 
the same Kalman filter as in the LQG case. The design 
parameters are the controller gain and lp-fllter time con
stant. In the plotted simulations, the gain is set to a flXed 
value while the time constant is varied. Both controllers 
are seen to be performing very similarly. The performance 
is also very similar to that of the LQG controller. 

The last controller, (J)2, is interesting only for relatively 
low penalty on the power loss, as can be seen from the 
results. In the simulations a first-order lp filter was 
inc!uded and its time constant was varied, the left-most 
point on the curve in Fig.I5. corresponding to the best 
choice. 

j.. CONCLUSIONS 

The consistent results of the identification experiments 
show the imponance ofverifying models by real measure
ments; the correspondence of the a-priori model is not 
satisfactory and would doubtlessly lead to poor controller 
performance if used for controI design. 
The comparison of different controllers for the specific 
plant show that when there is a strong aim to penaJize 
power loss, the simpler linear controllers (HPLP and LP) 
are ourperformed by the non-linear controllers. This is pri
marily due to the simplicity of the controllers - that they 
use a constant speed reference - and secondarily the non
linearity introduced by the cp(A)-curve. The latter causes 
the systern - using reaJistic wind-turbulence variations - to 
move outside the operating point used for the linear 
design. 

The LQG controller, however, performs as well as the non
linear controllers, suggesting that a linear controller might 
still be adequate for this controi problem. 

The main ådvantage of the non-linear controller, that it can 
cope with variations in mean wind speed however 
remains. For the linear controllers, this problem will have 
to be solved by using some länd of gain-scheduling tech
nique, but requires some thought. Such a design should 
include a comparative analysis for mean-wind-speed vari
ations (with super-imposed turbulence) to compare 
performances with the purely non-linear strategy over a 
large wind-speed range. 

Finally, one should stress that the results here are to be 
regarded as preliminary until verified for a more detailed 
process mOdel; this should include high-frequent mechan
icaJ and electricaJ effects as weil as a more advanced wind 
model. 
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WIND CHARACTERISTICS IN A COAST AL AREA WITH MODERATELY COMPLEX TERRAlN 
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INTROPUCTION 

Together with a growing Interest In wind energy, the demand 
for sltes sultable for wind turbines will be Increasing. A 
consequence of this Is that turblnes can not only be Iocated In 
the most favourable areas, but a1so Iocations .wIth more 
complex terraln have to be consldered. An example of this Is 
coastal areas with archlpelagos. From a meteorologlcal point 
01 vlew, this means that the requlrements on modals used for 
slting will Increase, not only In order 10 get better predictions 
01 the wind potential, but a1so 10 get more reliable wind data 10 
be used for wind turblne load caiculations, e.g. turbulence 
characterlstlcs, vertical and horizontaJ wind gradients, etc. 
We will here present some prellmlna:y results obtained from 
measurements In a coastaJ area whlch Is rather hetero
geneous but only moderately complex as regards the 
lopography. 

SITE ANP MEASUREMENTS 

The measurement slte Is located at Lyse Wind Power Station 
in the northem part of the Swedish west coast, see Agure 1. 
As mentioned above, this Is a rather heterogeneous area, with 
an archlpelago of rocky Islands reachlng typlcally 30 m lo 50 
m above sea level. Also the nearby malnland Is 
non-homogeneous with many rocky parts with peaks and 
plateaus up to aboul 50 m In helght The vegetation Is sparse 
over large areas, and bare rocks wfth only mosses and lichen 
are common. But on the mainland there are also some 
seattered groves and meadows, and occasionaity some 
agriculturalland. 

At Lyse Wind Power Station two medium slze wind turblnes 
are located, owned by Vattenfall AB, one of the maln 
suppliers of electrical power In Sweden. The turblnes are one 
450 kW Bonus machine of Danlsh manufacturing and In 
regular production, and one newly developed Swedish unlt, 
the 400 kW NWP400 rnachine. This new turblne Is equlpped 
with a multltude of sensors to evaluate Its periorrnance, and 
to get meteorologlcal back.ground Information a 66 m high 
tower has been erected at the slte, close 10 the turbines. All 
these measurements are to be used In an evaluation proJect 
conceming the two tUrblnes, run by Vattenfall AB. 

The meteorological tower has been instrumented with 
combined cuplwlnd vane anemometers, cl. (1), at 7 helghts, 
givlng Information on mean wind conditions and turbulence 
characlerislics of both longitudinal and lateral wind 
components. To be able lo gel measurements whlch are 
undisturbed from the tower Itself for all dlrectlons, the upper 

five leve Is are equlpped with two anemometers at each level, 
pointIng In opposIte dlrectlons, one lowards northwest (308°) 
and the other lowards southeast (128°). The anemometers 
are sampled wfth the frequency 1 Hz. and comparlsons wfth a 
hot-film Instrument, see (1) and (2), show good agreement 
both as regards spectra and turbulence statistics. To get 
Information aboul the thermal stabIlIty of the atmosphere, 
temperature Is rneasured at flve helghts, uslng ventIlated and 
radiation shlelded PI-500 thermometers. Al 2 m helght air 
pressure and relative humidity are also measured. DetaDs on 
the Instrumentation are given In Table 1. 

LookJng at the slte In sornewhat more deta/I, we see from the 
map In Flgure 1 that the measurlng tower logether with the 
two turblnes are located on a small Island, Basteviksholmen. 
Thus !here are water areas upstream from the tower not only 
for w1nds from the westem sector, from the sea, but also for 
easteriy winds, from the malnland. In the westem sector the re 
are several Islands at distances between 500 m and 1500 m 
from !he lower. The free over water felch for winds around 
southwest Is of the order 600 m, at whlch dlstance we flnd the 
40 m high Island Bläckhal/, about 500 m wide In the east-west 
direc1lon. In the south-southwest dlrect/on, the dlstance lo the 
nearest Island, the 30 m high Stora Kornö, Is about 1400 m. 
The distance to the malnland Is also about 500 m for easterly 
wlnds. The lerraln here Is very steep, with c/iffs rislng almost 
Immedlately 10 20-30 m helghts. Further Inland some peaks 
reaches 50 m above sea leveL 

By anatyslng and comparlng the tower data from different 
wfnd dlrectlon sectors, It Is consequently posslble to study In 
somewhat more detall, and to quantily, the influence from 
qulte different upstream conditlons In this type of 
heterogeneous coasta/ area. Thus e.g. mean wind profiles, 
turbulence Intensltles, and spectra may be compared with 
results from '\dear sltes wfth homogeneous suriace 
condItlons, or to results from Internal boundary layer growth 
studies. Further It will be posslble to test models of different 
complexlty agalnst the observations. 

B ESULTS 

So far only $Ome prellmlnary analyses have been made. We 
will start by lookJng at how the turbulence Intenslty varies with 
wind directlon In order to get some knowledge of how weil the 
different upstrem condltions may be detecled In the 
atmospherlc turbulence. Finaity we will look at profiles of 
mean wfnd speed and turbulence IntensIty, together with 
spectra and coherence, for two wind dlrections and compare 
these results wfth simple relations commonly applled 10 
horlzontally homogeneous condltions. 
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TABLE 1. Tower Instrumentation glvlng: z=helght above 
ground, H=horizontal dlstance betwsen anemometers on 
levels with two Instruments. 

z anemometer anemometer H 
(m) on boom on boom temperature (m) 

towards NW towardsSE 

2.8 X 

10.8 X X 

24 X X 

32 X X 12.1 

40.4 X X X 12.5 

49.1 X X 7.1 

57.8 X X 7.1 

65.2 X X X 7.1 

Turbulence Intenslty 

The standard deviations of the longitudinal (u) and lateral (v) 
wind components, a. and av respectively, divlded by the mean 
wind speed, U, Le. the turbulence Intenslties of the two 
horizontal wind components, are olten used as measures of 
the degree of turbulance in the atrnosphere. They have here 
been estimated on the basis of consequtive 10 min averages. 
In Flgure 2 turbuience Intensities of longitudinal and lateral 
wind components are plotted as functlon of wind dlrectlon. 
Observations from June 1993 to August 1994 have been used 
and the data have been averaged In 1°-sectors. 

05 Ikm 
'--_ .... ''--_-', 150 o 

Flgure 1. Map of the measurement area, showing tower (o), 
NWP400 turbine (1), and Bonus turbine (2). 

It Is obvlous that the hetarogeneous terraln has a great 
Influence on the turbulence leve Is. The highest leve Is arl~ 

observed for wlnds from north. This Is a comblnatJon of wake 
effecl:s from the NWP400 turblne and the 10 m high hU! 
Immedlately to the north of the tower. The large scatt.er of 
data In this sector Is due to that the NWP400 turblne was only 
ruMIng during scattared parts of the time, thus only 
Influenclng the turbulence Intenslty 02caslonally. 

The wake from the Bonus rnaehine Is glvlng rlse to the 
second hlghest peek In the turbulence Intensities, around 
165°. This turblne has been runnlog more or less 
contlnuously, and the turbulence In this sedor Is 
consequently mostly a mlxture of wake effect:s and turbulence 
due to the 10m high hlll about 200 m to the south of the 
tower. 

In the sec10r from northeast to east the rocky malnland 
causes the turbulence Intensity to be reiatlvely high, between 
0.15 and 0.17 for the u-component. Between east and 
southea.st, the turbulence Is decreaslng due to the Increaslng 
dlstance to the shore-line. We flnd a minimum of about 0.09 
for ajU around 145°, Just before the nearby southem hllI and 
the wake behlnd the Bonus turblne start to Influence 
turbulence Intenslties. 

A1so In a se2tor around south-southwest we flnd a minimum In 
the turbulence leve Is, ajU belng around 0.08. ComparIng with 
the map In Flgure 1 we see that In this sedor we have nearly 
opan water for a dlstance of several kilo me tres. At about 1900 

the Island Stora Kornö starts to becorne Important, and the 
turbulence Intenslties Increase once again until we lind a 
dominant peak of around 0.16 In the u-component. 

Ou~/U~~r-__ ,-__ ~ ____ r-__ ,-__ ~ ____ ~ 
.x 

O. . .. x ....... ~ ............ : ............. : ............. ~ ............ : ............. : ............. . 
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Figure 2. Turbulence Intensity of u- and v-components versus 
wind dlrection. 
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This maximum Is located around a wind dlrectlon of 215°, for 
whlch the upstream trajectory from the tower passes the 
southeastem parts of the 40 m high Island Blåckhall, 700 m 
dlstant. and further away the ISland Stora Komö at the 
dlstanoe 1400 m. As the wind tums more towards west, so 
that the trajectory will pass stralgtrt over BlAckhal~ turbluence 
levels starts 10 decrease. Maximum turbulence Is thus found 
when the wind oomes over Stora Kom6 and then just pa.sses 
close to or over the edge of BlåckhaD. 

For wind directlons around west-northwest, we lind agaln 
rather few an low Island, and oonsequentiy the turbulence 
levels become qulte low here, around 0.07 for aJU. Around 
northwesteriy directlons we lind the Island Undholmen, whlch 
again Increases turbulence, and linally more towards north, 
we lind the large maximum due to the nearby hlll and the 
NWP400-wake. 

Thus havlng got a broad overvlew of how the turbulence 
intenslties vary with wind dlrectlon, let us now look In 
somewhat more detarl at typlcaJ profiles and spectra In two 
sectors with high turbulence levels wlthout belng Influenced 
by turblne wakes, the land sector and the southwest sector 
around 215°. 

Land sector 

In this sector the distance over a small bay to the malnland Is 
about 500 m. 'Close to the shore line the clIffs rise steeply to a 
height 01 20 m. As mentloned eariier the tarraln Is only 
sparsely vegetated, but the rocks themselves are rather 
'rough' In appearance. Data from 9th act 1993 07-10h has 
been chosen to Illustrate the condltlons In this sector. The 
stratificatlon was close to neutral and the wind dlrection was 
85°. The wind profIle from this sector, see Flgure 3, show a 
distinct 'kink' at 30-40 m helght. Assuming neutral 
stratification the wind profile, U(z), should be logarlthmic, and 
a theoretical profile has been calculated using the 65 mievei 
as a reference helght lollowing the relation 

In(zlzo) 
U(z) = U(Zref)' ln(zref/zo) (1 ) 

where z..,=55 m, U(z ... ) Is the measured wind speed at 65 m., 
z is the helghts and z. Is the roughness length.Two profiles 
have been calculated, one with zo=O.2 m, and one with 
z.=0.00025 m whlch should represent oondftlons over the 
sea Above 40 m the observed wind profile foliows qulte weil 
the logarithmic wind profiIe with the roughness parameter 0.2 
m. Below 30 m the observed wind gradient is even smaller 
than what would be expected over the sea. In fact It Is very 
close to zero as a consequence of the decreased surface 
roughness when the wind passas from land out over the 
water. A wind turblne with hub helght at 40 m will thus work In 
a wind field that has a much larger wind gradient over the 
upper part of the rotor disc than over the lower part. In 
oontrary to what would normally be expected. 

This result Is, however, not surprising from a pure 
meteorologlca/ point of vlew. When a dlsoontinulty is 
enoountered In the surface oonditions, such as In the case of 
a shore line, wind conditions will start to adapt to the new 
surface starting from below. This Is weil known and quite weil 
described In the literature. Thus In our case here, the passage 
from land out over the watar will decrease the surface frlctJon 
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Agure 3. Observed wind profile - land sector, together wI1h 
logarithmlc proflies with z.=O.2 m (-), and 0.00025 m (-). 
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land sector, together with profiles given by Eq. (3) uslng z.-
0.2 and 0.15 m for the u- and v-oomponents respectively. 
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Figure 5. Observed spectra • land &&etor, together with 
spectra determlned from Eq. (4) uslng z.=O.2 at 32 m (-), 49 
m (._.) and 65 m (--), and uslng z.=O.OOO25 m at 49 m ( ..... ). 

and the wind speed will begln to adapt to this, leading to an 
acceleration startJng from the layer close to the surface. At 
the distance of the tower, this acceleration has reached 30-40 
m helght This Is In good agreement with findings regarding 
Interna! boundary layer (IBL) growths. Followlng (3), the 
helght of the IBL could be determlned from 

ZIBL = a· xb (2) 

where a and b are functlons of z. and stability, and x Is 
distance from the discontinulty. Uslng relevant numbers for 
our esse, gives the IBL helght 38 m at the dlstance of the 
tower from the shore llne, In good agreement with the actual 
observations. 

The turbulence Intensity profiles are also In accordance with 
what we have seen regarding the mean wind profile. Uslng 
the values 2.39 and 1.92 (cf. (4» of the standard deviations of 
the longitudinal and the lateral wind cornponents, u and v 
respectively, norma/lzed with the frlctlon veloclty, u. ,we get 
the followlng relations for the turbulence Intenslty profiles at 
near neutral stratification (Iogarithmlc mesn wind profile) 

.5!..1!._ 0.96 . ~_ 0.77 
U - In(zlzo)' U - In(zlzo) (3) 

The observed turbulence Intens/ty profiles are plotted In 
Agure 4, together with the profIles given by Eq. 3 whlch best 
fit the observations above 40 m. This means uslng z.=0.2 m 
and 0.15 m for the u· and v-components respectlvely, In good 
agreement with the best fit of the logarithmlc wind profile 10 

the observed rnean wind data above 40 m whlch we got with 
z.=O.2 m. 

Measured spec:1Ta of the longitudinal wind component at 32 
m, 49 m, and 65 m are plotted In F1gure 5. A commonly used 
semlelTl'lr1caJ relation for the dlmenslonless spectral denslty 
In the neutra/ly stratIfled homogeneous surface layer Is given 
by the relation (cf. (5» 

Su(n) 105·1 
7= (1 +330&3 (4) 

where f=nzlU Is the dimensIoniess frequency and n Is the 
frequency In Hz. Uslng rneasured data, the logarlthmlc profile 
and z. =0.2 m to get u. ,we get from Eq. 4 the ful1llne dashed 
line, and dash-dotted llne Inclucded In Figure 5: These 
theoretical spe<:tra agree as expected qulte weil with the 
observations, but as could be noted already In the profIles of 
turbulence Intensity, we do not f1nd the expected decrease In 
spectral densIty with helght This Is of course a natural 
consequence of the IBL A1so Included In Flgure 5 Is the 
spectral denslty whlch we would expect 10 lind over the open 
sea durlng the same rneteorologlcal conditlons. 

To summarlze the wind conditlons from the land sector as 
compared to conditlons over the open sea, the wind gradient 
Is much smaller c10se 10 the surface and Increases somewhat 
with helght and eventually gets larger than over the sea above 
40 m. We have of course also a hlgher turbulence Intenslty, 
about 0.17 for the u-component Although the terraIn Is rather 
rough, this Is however not hlgher than mlght be expected over 
an agrlcultural area with scattered groves, hedges and 
vlJlages. 

Southwesl sector 

As we can see In Figure 2, relatively high turbulence 
Intensities are observed for wlnds from southwest, with a 
maximum around 215°. It may therefore be Inte re sting to 
Investlgate how profIles and spectra look like In this sector. A 
C8Se from 16th October 1993 between 15 h and 18 h with a 
wind dlrectlon of 210°-215° have been chosen to Illustrate 
this. 

The mean wind profile from this occasion Is shown In Figure 
6. AIso In this case Is the stratlficatlon close to neutral, but 
desplte this the wind profIle Is far from logarlthmlc. Agaln 
uslng Eq. (1) with two roughness lengths, 0.02 m and 0.00025 
m, we see that the upper part of the profIIe foDows qulte weil 
the theoretlcal proflIe for the rougher esse. The Increased 
roughness above the two rocky Islands 600 and 1400 m 
upstream the tower, are thus clearly seen above 40 m, whlle 
the free water surface closer to the tower gives rise to an 
acceleratlon below 40 m and consequently 10 the small wind 
gradient observed here. 

Turbulence IntensIty profiles are plotted In Figure 7. Over the 
sea one expects to have values of a/lJ around 0.07 at 40 m. 
But the observations show much hlgher values, more In 
agreement with a roughness of 0.02 m for the u-component 
and with Z.=O.01S for the v·component, I.e. a roughness of 
the same order as was found 10 agree with the mean wind 
profile above 40 m. We can also see from Figure 7 that, 
especlalJy for the u-component, the turbulence Intensitles 
'"''lve a1so began to adapt to the smooth water surface after 
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the passage of the two Islands. Spectra of the longitudinal 
wind component are also In agn~ement with theoretieal 
speetra, accordlng to Eq. (4) uslng z.=O.02 m. 
A measure of the co-varlatlon of the wind at different 
horizontal and vertlcal dlstances, Is given by the coherence 
function, a type of spectraI correlation function useful to s1udy 
how the co-varlatlon depends on frequency or slze 01 the 
turbulence. The coherence Is dellned as 

(6) 

where u, and Uz are the longitudinal wind components at two 
points. C(n)=eospectrum and Q(n)=quadrature spectrum of 
these two wind signals. The dependence of the coherence on 
frequency Is often modelled with an exponentlall'9lation of the 
type 

(6) 

where d Is the dlstance between the two polots, e Is a 
constant and z .. Is the geometrlcal mean helghl The constant 
c has emplrically been deterrnlned to -14 for both lateral 
(horizontal separation prependlcular to mean wind dll'9ct1on) 
and vertieal coherence 01 the u-component over 
homogeneous terraIn at the helghts and separations 01 
Interest here. The corresponding values lor the v-component 
is -7 for lateral coherence and -8 for the vertical coherence. 

There are often practical difficultles to get data on coherence 
with horizontal separations, but with a wind dll'9ct1on of 
around 215° the tower Instrumentation allow us to study the 
lateral coherence at two dlstances, 7 m and 12 m, et. Table 1. 
The observed lateral coherences lor the u- and v-components 
at the helght 40 m (d=12.5 m) are plotted In Agure 8, together 
with the theoretlcal estimates accordlng to Eq. (6). The 
agreement Is good. 

The vertical coherence, on the other hand, Is smaller than 
expected compared to the results from homogeneous 
conditions, both regarding the longitudinal-, see Figure 9, and 
the lateral wind component Instead 01 lollowlng Eq. (6) with 
<:=·14 and c=-8 for the u- and v-components respectively, the 
measurements Indicate c-vaJues around -30 and -25, 
especlally lor Irequencles below 5· 10-2 • At hlgher 
frequencies the observatlons fall cJoser to the predictlons 
arrived at In ahomogeneous boundary layer. The reason for 
this Is probably to be found In the heterogeneous 
surroundings here, whlch as we have seen glve rise to 
non-equillbrium condltions and Intemal boundary layers whlch 
grow from below. Consequently the correlation between 
polnts vertically separated will have a tendency to be smaller 
than otherwlse. 

Although the turbulence IntensltJes are surprislngly high In this 
narrow sector, compared to other sectors with rocky Islands 
upstream the tower, the turbulenee leve Is are by no means 
extreme. They could e.g. be compared with the conditions In 
an agricuituraI area with only lew trees, and where wind 
turbines are very like ly to be bullt Why the turbulence 
Intenstty Is eomparatlvely hlgher around 215·than e.g. around 
230°, where the upstream traJectory passes right aeross the 
highest parts 01 the Island Blåckhall, 40 m 8.s./ •• remalns to 
be explained, and It Is IOOee91ng to see If exlsting mode Is 
may reproduce this leature. 
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Agure 8. Observed lateral coherence of u· and v-components 
• south-southwest sector, toge1l1er with estimates uslng Eq. 6 
with e=-14 (-) and c-7 (--) respGCtively. 
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Agure 9. Observed vertical coherence of 1I1e u-compol'l9nt -
south-southwest sector, together with est1mates uslng Eq. 6 
with c=-14 (--) and 0=-30 (-) reSpGCtively. 

SUMMABY AND CONClUSIONS 

We have seen that mean wind and turbulence as expected 
are influenced by the heterogeneous terrain around the 
measurement tower. By pIcking out data from narrow wind 
direction se do rs , it is possible to quantify the Importance of 
different kinds of upstream terrain, such as clIffs and Islands. 

Some examples of this type of de1alled analysis have been 
shown here. Comparisons with simple surface layer mode Is 
of mean wind profiles, turbulence Intensities, spectra and 
coherence have been used to get a tirst order of magnitude 
feeling about how the profiles are affectad and how much the 
turbulence will Increase as compared to conditlons over the 
opensea. 

The reults so far suggest 1I1at even with winds from the rocky 
mainland coast, the turbulence will not be more severe than 
over a typlcal farmiand with scattered groves, hedges and 
buildings. With winds from the archipelago, the \ncreased 
turbulence is mu ch smaller, and corresponds to condltions 
over fairty level grass plains or agricultural areas with only 
very few buildlngs and trees. In sedors with Just short 
passages over islands, the conditions seem to be ra1l1er 
similar to what we would have further out at sea. 

Alter a more 1I10rough analys Is of the data lt will be possible 
to quantlfy 1I1e influence from the heterogeneous terraln In 
much more detaU than has been done here. lt will also be 
possible to include the 1I1ermal stability of the atmosphere In 
the analyses, and not only, as In this preliminary analysis, 
pick out data with ra1l1er high wind speed and close to neutral 
stratification, where the simplified relations which we have 
used here are valid. 

It will also be possible to evaluate the capability of boundary 
layer mode Is to predict both mean wind speed and turbulence 
in a heterogeneous region like 1I1is. Some comparisons wi1l1 
1I1e WASP mode I, developed at Bisc in Denmark, have so far 
been made and the results are presentad in (6). 
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Appendix J 
AIRCRAFf NIEASUREMENTS OF WIND CONDmONS IN A COASTAL AREA 

Birgitta Källstrand 

Uppsala University, SWEDEN 

. INTRODUCUON 

In afuture large scale exploitation ofwind energy it ~ 
be necessary to site wind turbines not only in flat coastal 
areas but also out at sea. The possible areas for coastal 
siting are limited and off shore the meteorological condi
tions can be expected to be more favourable, with a 
higher mean wind speed and lower turbulence intensity. 
The Baltic Sea will then be an interesting area for siting 
of wind turbines. 

In the Baltic Sea area the occurrence of a low level wind 
maximum (a low leveijet - UJ) slightly above the 
boundary layer have been observed and studied on sev
era! occasions during the last decade, see e.g. Högström 
and Smedman (1), Sroedman et al. (2). Results from a 
higher order closure model suggests that the LUs in this 
area contnbute to a higher mean wind speed with at least 
5% at 100 m (Bergström and Källstrand (3». A low level 
jet may occur in many, quite different situations, as a re
sult of different physical processes (Kraus et al. (4». The 
majority of the LUs in the Baltic Sea develop as rela
tively wann air flowing out over a coast is subject to a 
frictional decoupling over a colder sea, and an inertial os
cillation evolves in space during the subsequent transport 
over the water. 

The turbulence mtensity (a/U), where U is the wind 
speed and a. is the standard deviation of the velocity fluc
tuation, is ofimportance for siting of wind turbines. An 
increased turbulenee may affect the load and fatigue of 
the turbines. The turbulence intensity depends on the un
derlying surface (panofsky and Dutton (5» and the at
mospheric stability (panofsky et al. (6», A horizontal 
surface has a lower value than rolling terrain and a 
smooth sUrface lower than a rough. Consequently, the tur
bulenceat sea genera!ly is lower than over land, although 
sea state also may effect the turbulence (Geernaert et al. 
(7». 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 

One of the areas where measurements have been per
formed is the Blekinge area and the sea offthat coast (see 

Figure 1). Extensive roeasuring programs have been car
ried out during three periods, spring 1989, autumn 1990 
and spring 1991. 

The measurements in March to June 1991 have been used 
to investigate the occurrence ofLLJs. Wind and tempera
ture were measured on a 25 ro high tower and pilot bal
loon measureroents were made at Utlängan (see Figure l). 
Except for one period (7-19 of April) and for days with 
low clouds or fog, there is one measuring occasion with 
pibals a day, randomly distributed over the hours of the 
day. At every occasion tllfee balloons were released and 
the mean of the three profiles has been used. This resulted 
in 52 usable wind profiles, representing 52 days. 

Also during the measuring program in September and Oc
tober 1990, the wind and temperature were measured on 
the 25 ro tower at Utlängan. Pilot baHoon and radiosonde 
roeasurements were carried out and aircraft measurements 
giving wind, temperature, hwnidity and fluxes of momen
tum and heat were performed. The airbome measure
ments were taken with an instrument package mounted on 
aSabreliner 40A aircraft (operated by the Swedish De
fence Material Administration, available for atmospheric 
research on a rental basis). TIle measurement system, 
calibration and accuracy estirnations are described by 
Tjemström and Friehe (8). 

o 100 2CXl km .... ' --,'----', 

Figure l, Map over the part of the Baltic Sea where the 
measurements where located. The marked lines shows the 
flight tracks. l=September 24, 1990 and 2=September 25, 
1990. 
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There are Il flight occasions, distributed over 6 days. 
The aircraft measurements include some flights consisting 
of several flight legs (six or seven) flown over the same 
track but at different altitudes (from 50 to 500 m), to 
cover the vertical profiles of meteorological parameters. 
Two of the flights giving a vertical cross section, are 
flown across the shoreline (half over sea and half over 
land). The first ofthese two was flown on September 24, 
1990, between 13.40 and 15.0510cal time and the second 
on September 25,1990, between 9.40 and lLlO loeal 
time. The flight area was chosen so the track was perpen
dicular to the coast and the wind direction was towards 
land. Consequently the flight on September 24, when the 
wind direction was 95°, and the flight on September 25, 
with a wind direction of225°, were flown over different 
areas (see Figure l). During the night between these 
flights a cold front passed the area and a low pressure 
centre was situated over southem Sweden. 

RESm;rS FROM LU SIUDY 

There is no unique definition of a low level jet in the lit
erature and different criteria have been used in different 
investigations, see e.g. (4) or Stull (9). Here the relation 
between the wind speed maximum and tlle wind speed 
above was principally studied, but no 'critical value' was 
chosen, cf. Källstrand (10). Examples of the measured 
profiles are plotted in Figure 2, and in 33 of the 52 pro
files a more or less distinct LU was present. This indi
cates that LUs are indeed a common phenomenon in this 
area, at least during spring and early summer. About 2/3 
of the cases with a low leveljet fulfilled the criteria for an 
inertial oscillation in space. These LU are supposed to 
develop as relatively warm air is transported out over a 
cold sea. The turbulent shear stress becomes almost zero 
at the top of the boundary layer, the friction 'disappears', 
non-equilibrium arises and the air accelerates. This results 
in an inertial oscillation which creates a wind maximum at 
a height ofusually some hundred meters, with its maxi
mum after about 5-7 hours. This wind speed maximum 
appears at a certain distance from the coast, because the 
air is advected. For example, in air leaving the German 
coast with a south-westerly wind of 10 mls, the maximum 
appears at the Swedish east coast (see example in Figure 
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Figure 2. Examples ofwind profiles with (-: 910406 ) 
and without (-: 910510) a low leveijet. 

3). Thus, two important criteria for an inertial oscillation 
to develop in space are: the travel time and the land-sea 
temperature difference. The travel time is calculated from 
the wind speed and the wind direction. It is the time the 
air has been transported over water since it left land and 
until it reaches the measurement site. Since the inertiaJ os
cillation starts when relatively warm air is advected out 
over a colder sea, the land surface temperature has t9 be 
higher than the water temperature when and where the air 
left mainland. Referrlng to the example above, the water 
temperature at the German coast has to be lower than the 
land surface temperature there, about 6 hours before the 
LU is observed at the Swedish east coast. The remaining 
cases with a low level jet are probably instead caused by 
e. g. a thermal wind., a frontal zone or a sea breeze 
circulatian. 

The most frequent wind directions in this area, both cli
matologically and during these measurements, are around 
south-west. The wind direction is SW or W in 30 of the 
52 cases. It is also for these wind directions the UJ cases 
are most common, with frequencies of 85% for SW and 
70% for W. For these wind directions the air, assuming 
straight trajectories, originates from Germany (SW) or 

6 hours 

lL lL II 11 II iL 
Germany 

Baltic Sea 
Sweden 

Figure 3. Development ofan inertial oscillation in space, giving a low leveijet over the Baltic Sea. 
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soutbern Sweden (W) and has been transported over wa
ter for about 3-8 hours, i.e. in agreement with tbe period 
of the inertial oscillation (see Figure 4). Also winds from 
soutb-east and east, although not very common, have a 
high frequency ofUJs, with 2 of3 cases and 4 of 5 
cases, respectively. 

An estimation of the increase· of tbe wind speed caused by 
the UJs was done by first interpolating the observed 
wind speed profile betweeIi 25 m and the heights above 
the jet. The added velocity from the LU, at the height of 
the maximUIll, was then estiIDated by {U_- U.)IUD' 
where U...,. is the jet maximum wind speed and UD is the 
interpolated wind speed at the height of the jet maximum. 
The mean of this ratio for all of the LU cases was 47%. 
For only the LUs which fulfilled the criteria for an iner
tial oscillation in space, the mean value was 45%, with a 
variation between 12% and 110%. Due to the limited 
number of profiles these figures must, however, be taken 
as a rough approximation. Note aIso, that the height of the 
wind speed maximum are different for different profiles 
(varies from 75 m to 475 m, with a mean of200 m), so 
the mean increase of 47% is not at a specific height. 

RESUL TS FROM AlRCRAU MEASUREMENIS 

To get a picture ofhow different meteorological parame
ters change when the air is transported in over land, mean 
profiles for different distances from the coast were stud
ied. These profiles are put togetber from flight legs, which 
are flown over the same track but at different altitudes. 
The heights are 50, 100, 150,200 m (for both cases), 300 
and 400 m (for Sept. 24),250,350 and 450 m (for Sept. 
25). Note, as already mentioned, that the two flights are 
not flown over the same area. 

Wind speed and turbulence intensity are tbe parameters 
maicly studied here. The wind speed as a function of both 
the distance from coast and the height is shown in Figure 
Sa (for Sept. 24) and 5b (for Sept. 25). In both cases a re
duction in wind speed is clearly seen at the coast, which 

Figure 4. 'Straight line trajectories' for the pibal measure
ments occasions with a low level jet which fulfilled the 
criteria for an inertial oscillation in space. 

starts at the surface and mer about 10 kilometres effects 
the lowest hundred meters of the atmosphere. A minor re
duction is also seen upstream from the coast. The reduc
tion is mainly caused by the change in surface roughness 
and temperature. The upstream reduction is thus caused 
by small islands along the coast and the reduced sea 
depth, wmch in tum effect the water temperature and thus 
the thermal stability. Loolång closer to the kilometres 
nearest to the coastline in flight 2 (Sept. 25), it is notable 
that there is a wind speed reduction from 10 to 5 mls from 
2 lan over the sea to 8 lan inland at a height of 50 meter 
(Figure 6). The reduction of wind speed for the corre
sponding distances for the aircraft measurements from 
September 24 (flight l) is from about 9 to 6 mJs. The rea
sons for the larger wind speed reduction gradient at the 
coast for flight 2 than flight 1 may be several. The coast 
area for flight l consists of farm land, while there is forest 
(which has alarger surface roughness) along the coast of 
flight 2. The thermal stability conditions are different in 
the two cases, wmch may be due both to the differences 
in coast shape, time of the day and synoptic situation. 
But, maybe must important, in the flight on the 25 of Sep
tember a LU is seen, with its maximum of about 15 mls 
at about 150 meters height. And, as soon as the air 
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Figure Sa and b. Wind speed variation with height and 
distance from tbe coast, from the aircraft measurements 
on September 24 (a) and September 25 (b). 
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reaches land, this LU disappears (Figure 5b). This UJ 
do not seem to fulfil the criteria for an inertial oscillation 
in space, and that, together with the synoptic situation, in
dieates that this UJ probably is caused by the cold front 
passing the area. As the UJ develop as a result of special 
conditions in tbe atmosphere, it may also disappear when 
these conditions are changed. That may for example hap
pen at a coastline, like here, or at a transition between 
forest and field. There can also be a change in time, 
caused by a change in the synoptic situation or time of the 
day. An example of a diumal variation is shown in 
measurements from a small islet in the Baltic Sea, about 
400 lan north of this area along the Swedish east coast 
(Bergström and Smedman (11». These measurements 
may be looked upon as measurements over undisturbed 
sea, since the islet is very small and smooth. The LV 
shown in Figure 7 is probably caused by an inertial oscil
lation in space and the diumal variation depends on the 
land-sea temperature difference. During the day the land 
is warmer than the water and a UJ may develop, but dur
ing the night the temperature difference is reverse and no 
LU forms when tbe air is transported out over sea. 

The turbulenee intensities for the two flights mentioned 
above are shown in Figure 8a and 8b, showing mean pro
IDes for land and sea. The turbulenee at 50 m increases 
from 0.05 (for flight l) and 0.1 (for flight 2) over sea, to 
0.2 over land. The relative increase of the turbulenee in
tensity, expressed as the ratio between land and sea val
ues, thus becomes 4.1 and 2.2, respectively (Figure 9), 
i.e. the turbulenee is at least doubled. Since the turbulenee 
intensity depends on the roughness of the surface and the 
atmospheric stability, the increase occur as soon as the air 
reaches land, and there may also be some upstream effect. 
A eloser look at the turbulence as a fimction of distance 

height. m 

dis lene. Irom coast, km 

Figure 6. Part of Figure 5b, to show the decrease in wind 
speed when the air is transported in over land. Supposing 
there were a wind turbine 2 lan off shore and one 8 km 
inland, the wind speed at the first turbine is twice as high 
as at the other turbine. 
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Figure 7, The diurnal variation of wind speed at another 
measurement site in the Baltic Sea, during measurements 
in July 1981, (After Bergström and Smedman, personal 
communication. ) 
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from the coast shows that there is an inunediate change of 
the intensity up to at least 200-300 mjust at the shoreline. 
Although this is only two cases and the turbulenee inten
sities therefore can not be used as 'normal' values, these 
values agree weIl with usual values of turbulence intensi
ties (see e.g. (5), Raynor et al. (12». As an example, the 
land-sea turbulenee intensity ratios may be compared with 
measurements at Long Island (12), which gave a mean 
value of about 4 for the ratio between turbulenee intensity 
over inland and at the shoreline, at 23 meters height. And, 
in a comparison of the .conditions over land and sea. it is 
this relative increase over land, that is the important 
parameter. 

SUMMAAY 

Measurements from the Blekinge area at the Swedish east 
coast are used to study how the wind speed reduces and 
the turbulenee intensity increases as the air reaches land. 
These changes are mainly due to the change in surface 
roughness and thermal stability at the coast. The changes 
in atmospheric conditions when the air reaches land re
duces the wind speed considerably and inerease the tur
bulence intensity to at least the doubie value. The effect is 
noticeable in the lowest hundred meters after just a few 
lålometres over land, and there is also a minor reduction 
upwind caused e.g. by islands and reduced sea depth. 
The changes in atmospheric conditions at the shore also 
makes the low level jet disappear. This combination will 
cause the wind speed to decrease quite drastically at the 
shoreline. The mean of the added velocity from a LU, at 
the height of the maximU111, is 47% in these measurements 
and, to take advantage of this extra velocity, the wind tur
bines have to be sited off shore or at leastjust at the 
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Figure 9. The ratio between turbulenee intensity over land 
and over sea, Le. ([turbulence intensity over land] I [tur
bulence intensity over sea]), for the flight on Sept 24(-) 
and for the flight on Sept. 25 (-). 

shoreIine. The LUs seem to be a quite common phe
nomenon in the Baltie Sea, at least during spring and 
early summer, since they appeared in 33 of 52 pibal 
measurement occasions. Thus, the advantage of siting 
wind turbines off shore in the Baltic sea is a combination 
of the LUs conmbution to the mean wind speed and the 
generally higher mean wind speed and lower turbulenee 
intensity over sea Further measurements and studies of 
LU are needed to get a mapping of their conmbution to 
the wind speed, in different areas and during different 
seasons. 
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Appendix K 
FULL-SCALE WAKE MEASUREMENTS AT ALSVIK WIND FARM. SWEDEN 

MIKAEL MAGNUSSON 

UPPSALA UNIVERSITY. SWEDEN 

l fNTRODlJCTION 

For large exploitation of wind energy it will be necessaryl 
to she wind tllrbines not only in flat coastal areas but also 
in rough inhomogeneous terrain. In order to maximise the 
use of costly land with a suitable wind resource. wind 
turbines will also be put together in clusters. The 
disadvantage of locating wind turbines in farms is that they 
will interfere with each other. A wind turbine extracts 
energy from the mean flow. which results in a region 
behind the machine where the wind speed is reduced - the 
wake. The velocity deficit in the wake will decrease with 
distance. as faster moving air gradually entrams the wake. 
Thus a second wind turbine placed behind the tirst one 
along the· wind direction is likely to produce less energy 
than the undisturbed one, a difference that will decrease 
with increasing distance. Also the degree of turbulence 
will increase in the wake in comparison with ambient 
turbulencc. This implies that detailed knowledge of wind 
turbine wake characterlstics is needed for plaruring of wind 
farms. The increased turbulence level in the wake is also 

Ibound to create potential problems in tenns of excessive 
!fatigue loads on the turbines. : 
f 
: In the present investigation single wake characteristics 
; measured at a small wind fann situated on the island of 
Gotland in the Baltic Sea have been analysed. especially 
the effect of atmospheric stratification on the structure of 
the wake. In Section 2 the site and measurements are 
described and in Section 3 some basic meteorological 
concepts are defined. Sections 4 and 5 show the variation 
of velocity deficit and turbulence in the wake as a function 
of height. distance to the turbine and atmospheric stability. 

2 SITES AND MEASlffiEMENTS 

The Alsvik wind farm consists of four 180 kW Daanwin 
turbines and is located 50 m from the shore line on the 
west coast of the island of Gotland (Figure 1). The site is a 
very flat coastal strip. which is covered with grass and 
some bushes. The grass is very short, as it is grasped by 
cattle. To the east. at about 200 Dl, there is a pine forest 
with 5 - 10 m high trees. The four turbines are stall 
regulated. three bladed with a diameter of 23 m and a rotor 
speed of 42 r.p.m. The hub height is 31 m. Cut-in wind 
speed is 5 mls and the rated wind speed is 12 mls. 

I Meteorological measurements have been taken on two I 
towers (MI and M2 in Figure l). The recordings started I 
in June 90 with 42 m high towers and in June 91 new lOp I 
sections were erected giving a total tower height of 54 m 
The reason to change the beight of the towers was that the 
vertical extent of the wake exceeded 42 m already at a 
distance of 4.2 D (D = rotor diameter). Wind speed and 
direction were measured at 7 and 8 levels respectively 
and temperature at 5 levels (tower MI). Wind speed and 
direction are measured with a new type of sensor 
developed at the Department of Meteorology in Uppsala. 
The instrument is a combination of a small three cup 
anemometer and a very light wind vane. Wind speed and 
direction can be sampied with 1 Hz. which enable us to 
calculate spcctra of the longitudinal (u) and lateral (v) 
wind components up to 0.5 Hz. The instrument is 
described in [l]. Temperature is measured with 500.a 
platinum sensors. 

The present analysis includes only measurements with 
winds from the sea (200° - 290°). The wake. profile is 
measured in tower M2 and the undisturbed profile in 
tower MI. Wake measurements can thus be recorded at 
three distances 4.2D. 6.lD and 9.6D. where D = rotor 
diameter. As seen from Figure l tower M2 is situated 
about 100 m inland from tower MI. When the wind is 
blowing from the sea a new internal boundary layer will 
build up over the land with somewhat lower wind speed 
and higher degree of turbulence. There is a possibility that 
the height of the internai boundary layer could reach the 
lowest anemometer levelon M2. during unstable 
stratificatian. However. this could not be detected in the 
measurements [2]. probably because of the very flut land 
surface close to the sea. which is more or less floaled with 
water. 

3 ATMQSPHERIC STABU.lTY CRITERION 

In the atmospheric turbulence budget there are two 
production terms, shear production and buoyancy 
production [3]. Although the other terms in the energy 
budget are certainly important a simplified but 
nevertheless useful approximation to the physics is 
possible by examining the ratio of buoyancy production 
to shear production. This ratio is called the flux 
Richardson number. Rf. given by 
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I I .1..;räJ 
, Rf = buoyancy-prod = ..:.T~o--=-_ (1) 

OZ II shear-prod i w/ou 

where u and w are the flucruating wind components in the 
longitudinal and vertical direction. e is the fluctuating 
temperature, T D represents a reference temperanire at the 
surface, U is the mean wind speed, z is the height above 
ground and g is the acceleration of gravity. 

Through the concept of exchange coefficients the fluxes in 
(I) can be expressed as proportional to their gradients [3] 
and the gradient Richardson number will be defined 

(2) 

where e is the mean potential temperature. 

Depending on the variation of temperature with height 
Richardson number (Ri) will change sign 
Ri < O unstable stratification (daytime with high insolation) 
Ri = O neutral stratification (overcast with high winds) 
Ri > O stab le stratification (night or winter condition) 

In the following analysis's wind and temperature gradients 
are calculated as di1ferences between 18.4 m 'and 40.7 m 
to get a mean value over the rotor height. 

As stated in the Introduction the wind turbinc extracts 
energy from the wind, which results in a wake behind the 
turbine with low wind speed and high degree of! 
turbulence. The velocity deficit in the wake can bel 
expressed åUIU. = (U. - U.)/ U. ' where 'a' denotes the 
ambient wind speed and 'w' the wind speed in the wake. 
Corresponding measurements are taken at the same height 
o be independent of the increase ,in wind speed with 
eight. All values are l-minute averages. Qnly 
easurements with wind speed at hub height lower than 

ated speed (12 mls) are used. 

igure 2 shows the velocity deficit at hub height as a 
etion of the stability parameter Ri for the threc distances 

.2 D, 6.1 D and 9.6 D. During lmStable condition (Ri<O) 
UIU. is only a function of distance. The deficit decreases 

as faster moving air entrains the wake. But when stability 
approaches neutral stratification f.UIU. starts to increase 
and continues to do so on the stable side. The mixing 

etween the wake and the ambient air is more efiicient 
uring unstable conditions than during stable at all 
·stances. The ratio between the velocity deficit for stable 
d unstable stratification increases with increasing 

istance from 1.3 at 4.2D to 1.7 at 9.6D. At longer 

distances the more efficient nuxmg during unstable 
conditions have longer time to act. 

I Velocity deficits caIculated from' three data sets (Nibe, I Sexbierum and Alsvik) have been plotted in Figure 3. 
Figure 3a shows f.UlU. as a function of xID for slightly 
stable (O < Ri < 0.1) and in Figure 3b for the unstable 
cases (Ri < -0.05). In Figure 3b only data from Nibe and 
Alsvik are used. The two regression lines, fitted by eye, 
'are: 

I t~ =1·(Vt·
8 

for unstable stratification (3) 

I· f.U (;r: )-0.8 
Ua = 1.5· D for stable stratification (4) 

From Figure 2 it can be concluded that the variation of 
åUIU. within the stability range -0.05 > Ri < 0.05 is 
almost linear. Thus expressions (3) and (4) can be I 
combined to I 

I f.U =K. (L)-o·8 
Ua D 

where K = 1.25 + SRi (5) 

in this stability range. 

TWQ-djmensjonaJ yariatjon of yeJocjty deficjt 

As the wind speed was measured at 8 (or 7) heights il is 
possible to get a picture of the vertical extent of the wake. 
The hub height (H) is taken as the centre line and the 

I 
I 

Ivertical co-ordinate is expressed as ~ = (z - H)ID. Thus 
,the blade tips are situated at ~ = :1:0.5. The direction I 
between the turbine and tower M2 is taken as the centre 
line in the lateral direction. Figure 4 shows normalised 
vertical profiles of f.UIU. for stable (full line) and 
unstable (dashed line) stratification at 4.2D and 9.6D. I 
Again we can see that the magnitude of the deficit 
increases with increasing stability for all distances and 
there is a slight tendency for the verticaI extent of the 
wake to be smaller during stable condition. At all 
stabilities and distances the centre line of the wake is 
somewhat uplifted. 

In Figure 5 the lateral extent of the wake at the same 
distanccs is shown for stable (full line) and unstable 
(hatched line) stratifications. The lateral co-ordinate 'Il is 
defined as 'Il = ylD. where y is the distance from the 
connection line between turbine and tower M2 for 
different wind directions. The lateral extent of the 
velocity deficit, åUIU., is somewhat smaller during stable 
than unstable conditions. The shape of the wake in the 
lateral direction agrees very weIl with the measurements 
from Nibe [4] and Sexbierum [5]. 

Figures 4 and 5 can be combined to contour plots, where_ 
the contour lines of the velocity deficit are functions of the 
norma1i~ verti~sl .and isterai scsles, ~ and 'Il. The 

• 
• 

• 
• 
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Unstable cases are shown in Figure 6 and the stable ones in l 
Figure 7. During ~table stratification the isolines are I 
smooth and almost clrcular and the tendency for lifting of 
the wake is evident In Figure 7. the stable case, there are 
isom~ liftin~ of ~e wake but also a pronounced tilting to 
Ithe nght Wlth helght (as seen from the turbine). The same 

~
enomenon is often seen in atmospheric ditfuison of 
.oke ?l~ and is caused .by wind direction shear [6]. 

Wmd direcbon at only one helght (hub height) was used in 
this investigation. '. 

I lAs seen above atmospheric stability has a strong impact 
lon vertical and later~ sprea~ of the wake but also on the I 
'Istrength of the velocIty deficit Other faetors which might 
infIuence the velocity deficit could be the thrust coefficient 
(Cr ) and the sampling time used for the measurements. If 
ithe sampling time is long (30 - 60 minutes) the wake is 
! affected not oo1y by eddies that are small in relation to the 
idimensions of the wake but also by large eddies that will 
!move the wake bodily. This is a phenomenon known in 
!atmospheric dispersion as meandering. When taking 
;measurements in only one point, it is not possible to follow 
~the wake in its slow ~ovements: This means that a wake I 
'sampied over 30 mmutes IDlght· be wider than an 
:'instantaneous wake' and as a consequence have a I 
:smaller relative velocity deficit Calculated deficit values 
lover 30 n:nnutes showed a decrease of S-lO % compared 

I
to l mmute averages. This is in agreement with 
c~leulations performed for the Näsudden wind turbine. 
,sItuated 5 lan south of Alsvik [7]. 

I 
Is T!ffiBlJl mCE IN THE WAKE 
; 

I The turbulent fluctuations in the wake o~served at a fixed I 
'point over a sampling time of about 30 minutes consist of: 
contributions from several mechanisms' I , , 

a. ambient turbulence of a scale smaller than the width of 
the wake. 

b. meandering, i. e. effects of large scale ambient 
turhulence 

e. turbulence ereated by shear in the wake 
d. turbulence crea1ed by the turbine itself 
In wind tunnel investigations much shorter sampling times 
~e used and: thus the meandering effect (c) is not 
mcJuded. Agam for the Näsudden turbine HogstrOm et al. 
[7] found that the difference in the turbulence intensity, 
alU. because ofmeandering should be about 0.02. This 
me~ that measured standard deviations. sampied during 
30 mmutes. may be 0.1-0.2 mls larger than 'instantaneous 
values' depending on wind speed. 

'Added OJrhuJence' at huh hei2ht 
I I Turbulence in the wake has been expressed as 'added 
turbulence'. which is defined 

(6) 

w ere a.) .. = standard deVlallon o the longitudinal wind l 
component in the wake and 
«(Ju).= standard deviation of the u-component in the 
ambient air. The 'added turbulence' values have been 
normalised with (a.)' •. 

I In Figure 8 normalised 'added turbulence' measured at the 
centre line has been plotted as a function of the lateral 
scale 11 for two distances. The turbulence data have also 

,been separated according to stability. At. the distance I 
! 4.2? ~e two curves .show distinct peaks at about 0.511. I 

II which IS at the blade tips. Those maximas are supposed to j' 

be generated by tip vortices, whose energy after 
disintegration must be transferred to turbulence. The 

I b~ade tip maxima of turbulence will rapidly decrease with ! 

,
distance because of mixing in the wake. At 9.6D both I 
curves show a flat maximum in the centre. A turbulence I 
structure with two symmetrically located turbulence I 
maxima as observed in this study has also been found in i 
some wind tunnel studies. and three full-scale l' 
experiments (Nibe. N0rrekrer Enge and Sexbierum) also . 
show the same general feature with two separated i 
maxima at short distances which emerged into a flat I 

maximum in the middle at larger distances [2]. It is. 
however difficult to compare details as the wake 
turbulence has been expressed in different ways and also 
the sampling time vanes between the investigations. One_ 
~nclusion is that two maximas can be seen up to 4-5 D 
munstable stratification and up to 6-7 D in stable air. 
This is also in agreement with measurements at Näsudden 

I [7]. I 

i I 
16 CQNCr ITSION I 
I i 
Data from a small wind farm on the island of Gotland in I 
the Baltic Se~ have been. used to investigate the structure I 
of wakes behmd the turbmes. Turbulence and wind speed 
were measured at several heights on two towers in the 
area. The turbines were placed in such a configuration I 
that the turbine wakes could be studied at 4.2D. 6.10 and 
9.6D during different atmospheric stability conditions. 
Both the velocity deficit and 'the added turbulence' in the 
two-dimensional wake have been studied as functionsof 
distance from the turbines and for different atmospheric I 
conditions. 

The velocity deficit decreases with increasing distance 
from the turbine and the centre line of the wake is 
somewhat lifted above hub height. During unstable 
stratification the velocity deficit is constanl., but for Ri > 
-o.os the deficit starts to increase almost linearly to Ri = 
O.OS. When companng velocity deficit from the Alsvik 
turbines with values from other wind fanns, good 
agreement is round for measurements in unstable air. The 
stable cases, however. show a larger deficit It is thus 
essential to take stability effects into account when 
different sites are discussed. For stable stratification 
contour plots also show that the velocity deficit is tilted to 
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the right with height The same feature can be seen in 
smoke plums and is caused by wind direction shear. 
The increased turbulence in the wake has been expressed 
as 'added turbulence'. At the distance' of 4.2 D two 
separated maximas at ·the blade tips are clearly seen both 
in WlStable and stable air. The two maximas disappear 
;more rapidly in unstable conditions than in stable because 
of more efficient mixing in the wake. At the largest 
distance, 9.6 D. both curves (stab le and WlStable) showa 

at maximum in the centre. 

To conclude. atmospheric stability has a strong impact on 
the vertical and lateral spread of the wake and thus the 

·xing in the wake. Also the strength of the velocity 
deficit is very much depending on the stability. 
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Board for Industrial and Technical Development. 
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Appendix L 
WASP -A COMPARISON BETWEEN MODEL AND MEASUREMENTS 

. Stefan Sandström 

Uppsala University, Sweden 

" JNTBOPUCTION 

The distance between climatological stations with meas
urements of wind speed and wind direction are general ly 
large. These stations are concentrated to the coastaI areas 
and the measurements are oniy made at a height of , O 
m.a.g.!. With the aid of the climatological stations models 
can be used to extend the resolution of the wind field, both 
in the horizontal and vertical. 

A linear spectral model (WASP) that calculate variations in 
the wind field caused by topography, roughness and shel
ter under neutral conditions, has been compared with ac
tual measurement results. The model Is very computatio
nally effective and can be used on an ordinary IBM PC or 
compatible. WASP - Wind Atlas Analysis and Application 
Program, was developed at Ris" National Laboratory Den
mark, and was used in their work to produce the European 
Wind Atlas (1). 

To correct the wind field, WASP uses site specific rough
ness, shelter and topography that can be specified by the 
user. To test WASP one needs at least two simultaneous 
measurements of wind speed and wind dlrection from two 
different sltes. The wind field at one point is then used as 
input and the corresponding wind field at the other point is 
calculated, and can then directly be compared with the 
measured. Measurements from Härnön in the middle part 
of Sweden, and at Basteviksholmen at the west coast of 
Sweden has been used to test the model. The wind data 
from Hämön were from two sites whiie at Basteviksholmen 
the wind data were from three sites. The terrain around 
these sites varies widely with wind direction both in rough
ness and complexity of the topography. 

2, HÄRNÖN 

In September 1991, simultaneous wind measurements 
were made at two sites at the east coast of Sweden. The 
two sltes were located at Håmön with the southem part of 
the Gult of Bothnla to the east and mainland to the west. 
Hämön Is wooded with malnly pine and spruce except 
near the coast and at the hlll tops where small bushes 
domlnate. In the simulations the roughness of Hämön was 
approximated to 0.5 m. The terrain is quite complex with a 
few smaller hills (50-100 m above sea leve I) and the sum
mit, Vårdkasen, at 175 m above sea level. The north and 
west side of this peak Is rather steep with slopas around or 
bigger than - 0.3. In the north-west comer of Håmön is the 
small city Härnösand located. The two sites where the 
wind measurements were made are shown in Figure 1. 
One tower located elose to the sOOre on the south eastem 
part and one tower sItuated at the highest part of Härnön. 

Figure 1. Digitised map over Hårnön, with 25 m helght 
contour. 

At both sites, wind speed and standard deviation, together 
with wind dlrection and temperature were measured at a 
helght of 10 m. The distance between the sites were about 
5 km. 

Simultaneous measurements were made for about 5 days, 
with near neutral stratlfication. The wind speed over this 
period varied from around 0.5 mls to 11 mls. The mean 
wind speed at the hill top was 5.1 mls while at the coast 
site It was 3.7 mls. 

2 1 WASP- Coast sita to Vårdkasen 

When wind speed and wind direction from the coast site 
was used as Input to the model, the computed mean wind 
speed at the top, Vårdkasen, was 5.3 mls. This mean 
value is 0.2 mls higher than the measured. Although the 
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Figure 2. Measured and simulated wind speed. The meas
I ured mean wind speed at Vårdkasen was 5.1 mJs, white 
I the computed was 5.3 mJs. 
I 

simulated mean wind speed is close to the measured, the 
dlfference in a single wind direction sector was found to be 
up to 4 mls. Figure 2 shows the mean wind speed dlvided 
in 12 wind direction sectors, where each sector is a mean 
over 30 degrees.ln the sectors from 120- 210 degrees 
there is a goOO agreement between the computed and 
measured values, but for winds around west and east the 
dlfference is larger, about 1 mJs. For northerly flow WASP 
overestimates the wind speed with approximately 4 mJs. 
These northerly winds are reaching very steep regions of 
Vårdkasen where the slopes are around or larger than 0.4. 
The large dlfference between computed and measured 
values in these sectors could be explained by two main 
factors: 
• WASP has to take the complex terrain to the west and 
north of the coast site Into consideration when pertorming 
the 'upward transformation' from the coast site to the wind 
at higher leve Is, and then again, complex terrain when do
ing the reverse 'downward transformation' to Vårdkasen. 
• The west and north sides of Vårdkasen are steep and 
has slopes that is over the theoreticallimit of the mode I. 

2 2 Cbanges jn Topograpby 

How sensitive is WASP to changes In topography? The 
same simulation is made as in 2.1 but with another digit
ised map. This map much simpler, with fewer height con
tour lines which gives a smoother terrain. The mean wind 
speed calculated by WASP at Vårdkasen with the simpler 
map was 5.1 mJs and is exactly the same as the meas
ured. This should be compared with 5.3 mJs which was the 
result from WASP with the original map. Figure 3 shows 
the calculated wind speed by WASP for both maps com
parad with the measured. The overall impression is that 
the slmpler map gives a better result, especially for winds 
from north and west, than the original. A closer look at the 
height centours around Vårdkasen, shows that the original 
map has steeper north and west sides slopes than the 
simpler, and this ceuld be the reason for the 3 mJs hlgher 
wind speed in the simulation for this direction. The other 
distinct difference In Figure 3 is found in the 120 degrees 
sector, with a deviation between the two simulations of 
about 2 mls. The better result with the simpler map is also 
in this seclor caused by the smoother terrain of the new 
map. The simulations also show that WASP is most sensi
tive to the topography close to the site, as would be 
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I Figure 3. Measured and simulated wind speed with two 
different maps. The simpler has fewer helght con-I tours which gives a smoother terrain. 

i expected, because of the zooming grid. In this case topog
raphy has negligible influence at distances further away 
then approximately 2- 3 km from the site. 

2,3 Changes jn Roughness 

Assigning the right value to the roughness around a site is 
not always an easy task. So how sensitive is WASP to 
changes in the roughness? In the previous WASP ses
sions the roughness of Härnön was 0.5 m. The value for 
water is always 0.0 m in WASP to distinguish it from land. 
The same simulation as in 2.1 was made but with the 
roughnass of Härnön changed to 0.3 m and 0.7 m. The dif
ferenca in mean wind speed dlffers with only 0.1 mJs be
tween the two extreme valuas of roughness, while the 
largest deviation for the north s8ctor was about 2 mJs. For 
easterly winds the dlffarence is of course zero since the re 
was no change in the water roughnass. WASP gives a 
much better result for northerly winds when a roughness of 
0.3 m is used instead of 0.5 m. The total maan wind speed 
on the other hand is not much effected by this changa in 
roughness, so one could argue whether the roughness of 
Härnön is 0.5 m or 0.3 m. 

2.4 The speed up for oortherJy wjnds 

For northerly winds WASP made the largest errors when 
calculating the wind speed. For winds from this s8ctor, the 
overestimate in wind speed was approximately 4 mJs com
pared to the measured. The explanation for this large de
viation is that the north side is very steep, much steeper 
than the model can handle. Studying the change in calcu
lated wind speed for winds reaching the north coast of 
HåmOn, It is seen that at 1Irst the wind speed decreases In
land with some small variations untll approximately 300 m 
from the top of Vårdkasen, where it Increases abruptly. 
The wind speed rlses from 4.1 mls to 9.1 mJs within ap
proximately 150 meter horizontal distance, and then de
creases sllghtly to 8.6 mJs at the back of the plateau. The 
reason for this large speed up can be seen in the terrain 
profile. The average slope in this region is 0.33, with the 
steepest part sloping 0.48 over a horizontal distance of 
about 50 m. Recalling that the model is theoretically limited 
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Basteviksholmen, with height contour. The numbers 
represents height above sea level in meters. 

Il to slopes whleh are less than 0.3, one can understand why 
the result in this case are so far from reality. 

3 BASTEYIKSHOLMEN 

During a four week period (910327 to 910423) wind meas· 
urements were made at two sites at Basteviksholmen. 
Basteviksholmen Is located at the west coast of Sweden, 
about 80 km north of Gothenburg. East of the two sites is 
the sparsely wooded mainland with mainly small bushes 
and rocks and to the west lies Skagerrak. A few Islands 
covered with grass and smaller bushes lies elose to the 
two sites, see Figure 4. The height of these islands vary 
from 10 to 40 meters. The roughness of the Islands Is 
about 0.05 meter and the roughness of the mainland is ap. 
proximately 0.2 meter. Many of the islands, as weil as the 
coastline, are very steep with some slopes grading up to 
90 degrees. 

3,1 Measurements 

The two sites where the wind measurements were made 
are shown in Figure 4. At the southem part of Baste
viksholmen, Vattenfall has placed a tower for measure
ments at a height of 30 and 50 meter above sea level. At 
the other site at the northem part of Basteviksholmen 
measurements were made at a height of 13 meter above 
sea level during a shorter field work made by MIUU (Me
teorologicallnstitute Uppsala University), marked (o). The 
distance between the sites was approximately 400 meter. 
Also Inc/uded and used in the simulations are data from a 
elimatologlcal coast station, Måseskår, with measure· 
ments at 24 m above sea level. Måseskår is a small Island 
located 25 km south of Basteviksholmen and about 5 km 
from malniand but with a few smaller Islands that are 
eloser than the malnland for winds between O and 60 de· 
grees. Measurements at both these sites were made si· 
multaneously for almost 4 weeks, with slightly stable 
stratification. The dominating wind direction durlng this pe. 
rlod ranged from 180 and 270 degrees, but all direetions 
were weil represented. The wind speed varied from O to 18 
mls. Figure 5 shows the me an wind speed for 12 different 
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Figure 5. Measured wind speed at the three sites. 

sectors. The mean wind speed during this period was 
highest at Måseskår, 7.8 mls, as was expected because of 
the distance to mainland and the height of the anemome
ter. The mean wind speed at MIUU tower at 13 m was 6.4 
mls while at Vattenfall tower at 30 masl the mean wind 
speed was 7.2 mls and at 40 masl 7.8 mls. The most inter
esting with Figure 5 Is the two minima In the measured val
ues for MIUU tower at 240 degrees and at Vattenfall tower 
at 270 degrees. The two minima occur In the direction of 
the two elosest islands, Bläckhall and Flatholmen, Bläck
hall has a height of 42 meters and is very steep in all direc
tions. Due to the fact the minima occur in the direction of 
the islands one can conclude that the two Islands have a 
pronounced effect on the wind speed and reduce it with a 
few meters per second. 

3,2 WASP·Måseskär to Vattenfall 

The first case considered is when the wind data from 
Måseskår is used as input to WASP and the wind field at 
Vattenfall tower at 30 meter Is computed, see Figure 6. 
The computed mean wind speed is 7.7 mls, this is only 0.5 
mls higher than the measured, but as can be seen from 
the figure the deviation for the sectar 270 degrees is as 
large as 5 mls. This means that WASP doas not compute 
the large reduction in wind speed eaused by the islands. 
For the other wind directions the deviations are smaller 
than, or around, 1 mls. The same simulation but for the 50 
m level gives a computed mean wind speed of 8.1 mls 
which should be compared with the measured of 7.8 mls. 
The deviations are smaller for all wind directions compared 
to the 30 meter leve I as expected, but the large difference 
for the 270 degrees sector is almost the same. When do
ing the reverse calculation with WASP, that Is using the 
wind data at Vattenfall as input and calculating the wind 
field at Måseskår, the deviations are approximately the 
same for the mean wind speed. The big deviation In the 
270 degree sector Is still present. 

3,3 WASp-Måseskär 10 MIUU 

At the second tower placed at the northem part of Baste
viksholmen by MIUU, measurements were made at 13 me
ter above sea level. Wind data from Måseskår were used 
as Input when caleulating the wind field at the MIUU site 
and the results thereby are shown In Figure 7. The wind 
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Figure 6. Measured and simulated wind speed. The 
measured mean wind speed at the Vattenfall tower 

j was 7.2 mls, while the computed was 7.7 mls. 

I i field at this site should be more difficult for W/<SP to calcu-

I 
late since the measurements are made at a lower level, 
which means that the terrain has alarger influence on the 

f wind field. This Is however not the case, the measured and 
computed mean wind speed differs with only 0.3 mls. The 
measured wind speed was 6.4 mls while the computed 
was slightly hIgher 6.7 mls. In this case the deviations 
seem to neutralise, with a computed wind speed that is 
higher in some wind directions and is lower in other direc
tions. The reduction in wind speed that the islands causes 
in the 240 degree seetor is not present in the computed 
wind field, as also was the case in the Vattenfall 
simulations. 

3 4 Changes jn the roughness 

The roughness in the previous WASP sessions was 0.05 
meter for the islands and 0.2 meter for the mainland, val
ues that measurement support. What happens if the 
roughness of the different land masses in the model are 
changed? If the roughness of the islands is changed to 0.1 
meter, instead of 0.2 meter, the total mean wind speed in
creases with 0.1 mls, and the largest change in the east 
seetor with an increase of 0.2 mls. H the roughness of the 
mainland was 0.3 meter instead of 0.2 meter in the model, 
then the total mean wind speed would reduce with 0.2 mls, 
and the largast reduction of course for winds from east. 
Changlng the roughness of the Islands within reasonable 
limits does not effeet the mean wind speed. 

3 5 The effect of the Islands 

We have seen that there is a minimum in the measured 
wind speed in the direction of the islands. It was also evi
dent that the model, WASP, doas not calculate this reduc
tion. It wås tested how far behind the highest Island, 
Bläckhall, there was a elear reduction in wind speed ac
cording to WASP. The changes in wind speed caused by 
Bläckhall was computed at two leveis, 10 and 30 meter 
above ground level. The increase in wind speed (speed 
up) is largest at the top as expeeted and for the Iower 
level, with an increase of about 2 mls compared to the up
stream value. The largest reduetion is·approximately 200 
m bahind the top of Bläckhail, with the wind speed reduced 
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Figure 7. Measured and simulated wind speed. The 

measured mean wind speed at MIUU was 6.4 mls, 
whlle the computed was 6.7 mls. 

with about 2 mls. There is also a smaller reduction just In 
front of the Island, all in agreement with theory. At 10 masl 
the wind has retumed to its original value (the far upstream 
value) approximately 600 m behind the island, and some
what earlier for the higher level. This means that, accord
ing to W/<SP, that the wind speed at Basteviksholmen Is 
not effected by the presence of the island. 

Two independent measurements, at MIUU and Vattenfall 
towers, show the same sharp minima in. the wind speed for 
winds over the Islands. This should ensure that the meas
urements are showing something real. 

In the towers measurements of temperature were also 
made. This means that a bulk Richardson number can be 
calculated, and this numbar can be used to give a rough 
estimate of the stability . The stratification was on the sta
ble side during the flrst three weeks and then close neu
tral. Uslng only the last week of the measurements, largely 
reduces the minima, and the dip becomes around 1 mls, 
whleh ~upport the theory that the minima should be a sta
bility effect. 

4, SummaN and conclusjon 

As the number of wind measuring stations are rather 
sparse, the need for a model that can extend the resolu
tion in both the vertical and horizontal is obvious. For this 
purpose a mesa- scale hlgher order c10sure model is the 
preferred, but this typa of modells rather computer time 
consuming and simpler models are therefore often used. A 
linear spectral model (WASP), that is very computatlonally 
effective and can be used on an ordinary IBM PC has 
been compared with actuaJ measurement results. The 
measurements used were made at Hämön In the mlddle 
part of Sweden, and at Basteviksholmen at the west coast 
of Sweden. 

In the Hämön simulations the mean wind speed was quite 
weil calculated, with a deviation from the measured one of 
about 0.2 mls. Although the simulated mean wind speed is 
close to the measured one, the difference in a single wind 
seetor was found to be 4 mls. This overestimate is made 
for winds reachlng very steep regions of the site, where 
the slopes are around 0.4. W/<sP also have problems 
when the dlfference between measured wind speed in two 
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nearby s8Ctors is large. The explanation for this is that 
WASP calculates the mean wind speed in 12 sectors. 
When the wind speed In one sector is much higher than 
the elosest sactor, they will effect each other, because the 
topography causes the wind to tum. So, a high wind speed 
in one sector would Increase the wind speed in the nearest 
sector. 

The second measurement sita, Basteviksholmen, has a 
few islands at distance'of about 500 to 1000 metars to the 
west and malnland to the east. The highest of thase is
lands is about 40 meters and is very steep. When studying 
the measurements the Islands have a great impact on the 

I 
wind speed in one sector and reduces it with about 3 mls. 
The difference is probably a stability effect and Is not at all 
calculated by WASP, which givas an calculated error of 
about 5 mls for this sector. The maan wind speed on the 
other hand is close to the measurad with a deviation ba
twaen 0.3 to 0.5 mls. 

To conclude, be careful using WASP when the terrain is 
staep and the boundary layer Is stable. Also, one has to be 
careful whan using measurements which has a large dit
ference in wind speed batween nearby sectors (wind direc
tions). When WASP is used in homogeneous and not to 
steep terrain and using long time climatological measure
ments, the model simulatas the wind field weil. 
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